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dom and democracy we have en ALEWIVES ARE RUNNING
joyed since 1918.
The first alewives of the 1940
"Bright red poppies studded the season In Warren were dipped Fri
Will Be Winslow-Hol
fields where these men fell and day, when 31.900 fish were taken,
were the only floral tribute on
brook Post’s Turn—
14 bushels of that number being
Com. Wallace’s Message their bare battle graves. In tribute sold to holders of fish tickets and
to them we wear the poppy, their
Call for every veteran of the memorial flower, on Poppy Day small lots. Saturday. 69.300 fish were
World War and for all other pa- 1 each year. This year when world dipped, 15 bushels of that number
trictic citizens to wear a memorial events have brought home to us sold in small lots. Saturday the
poppy on Peppy Day, Saturday, was forcefully the value of our Ameri nets were filled to the brim with
issued by Albert Wallace, Com can heritage, the poppy will have fish, a busnel to a dip, such a
mander of Winslow-Holbrook Post increased meaning to America. school coming into the traps, that
of The American Legion. The Wearing that little flower will show the men at the request of Fish
that we still are devoted to the Agent Bowley, worked over time.
Commander’s message stated:
"Twenty-two years ago the Ameri ideals for which our war dead gave
can forces in Prance were begin their lives so gallantly 22 years ago IN PROBATE COURT
"I am calling upon every mem
ning a series of great battles which
Inventories filed: Estates of,
brought victory and peace to the ber of the American Legion to wear
United States and to the world, j a poppy on Poppy Day, Saturday Charles Ball, Camden, 65.000; Ed
In those battles 30,000 young May 25, and I urge all other citi ward G. Day, Rockland, $2.666 30;
Americans gave their lives, and zens to show their patriotic remem William C. Wellman. South Hope,
many thousand more were wounded , brance for the dead tn a like man $2,186.50.
and disabled. Those sacrifices as ner. While remembering the dead
sured our country the peace, free- do not forget those who sacrificed
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
health and strength ln the nation's
service and the families left in
need by war death or disability
Moosehead Coffee House Contribute
for your flower as lib
and Cabins
erally sis your means will allow and
help make the poppy a symbol of
NOW OPEN
hope for the living as well as of
GOOD FISHING!
honor for the dead."
Moosehead lake Highlands
Mary Dinsmore.
Greenville, Me.
62-63
Poppy Chairman.

Poppy Day, Saturday

MARSHALL

For CONGRESS

Dance Recital and C. H. S. Follies
Direction of Doris Heald

Camden Opera House, Friday Night, May 24
8.15 P. M.
Admission 40 Cents

Seats Cheeked Beginning Today at 7.00 P. M.
At Camden Opera House
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

tor GOVERNOR

FREDERICK G. PAYNE
Experienced Baaineaa Execathre
Trained and Experienced Accountant
Tested and Proven Public Administrator

His Record Stands the Test
A Consistent Worker for Maine
Labor—Industry—Agriculture
Fisheries—Education—Highways
Recreation—Youth—Church—Aged

John G- Marshall
OF AUBURN

Republican
Candidate
FOR

CONGRESS
IN

JUNE PRIMARIES
WILL SPEAK

Over WGAN
MONDAY, MAV 27
MONDAY, JUNE 3
SATURDAY, JUNE 15
At 8.15 P. M.

FREDERICK O
RAYNE
For Governor Club
John 8. IveonaM.
riealdefit
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THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, 'May 23, 1940
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EXPERIENCE COUNTS
FOR

TRAGEDY IN LIME QUARRY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The first fatality which has oc- I Medical Examiner J. G. Hutchins
curred in the Rockland limerock of Camden investigated the accidlstrlct took place yesterday fore- dent and rendered the obvious vernoon, when the life of John Koski diet.
was snuffed by a large mass of fall
The body was hoisted out of the
ing rock.
quarry and removed to the Russell
The scene of the accident was the undertaking rooms. Attempts were
Bartlett quarry at The Meadows, being made to locate a brother of
operated by the Rockland & Rock-1 the victim, supposed to be living in
port Lime Corp. A blast had Just Massachusetts.
taken place, and Koski was clear
Koski who roomed at the Ameri
ing away the debris in readiness can House, was 55 years old and
for another.
had been employed by the com
A huge mass of stone was loosened pany since 1924. He was said to be
descending full upon the quarry- a capable workman and was well
man. The drop was a distance of liked by his fellow workmen.
only a few feet but the weight was The funeral arrangements will be
announced.
sufficient to cause instant death.

ARE KEEPING OPEN HOUSE
Public Will Find Federal Archives
Display a Matter Of Much Interest
The Federal Archives Survey graphed form. These volumes, when
Project in Maine, with headquart issued, will give a complete history
ers in the Post Office Building in of each documented vessel and
Rockland and supervised by Ella make available to the public hither
]C. Newman originally a unit of the to Inaccessible Information and ma
nation-wide Survey of Federal terial.
Archives, created In 1936 under The primary objective of the pro
sponsorship of the National Arch ject Is the publication of records in
ives. became a State project ln inventory form, making available to
September. 1939. In June 1935, historians, scholars, libraries, and
the Government began to survey other institutions unrevealed data
the vast accumulation of records for reference and research.
of the agencies of the Federal One of the important tasks in
Government within the District of connection with this project in
Columbia.
Maine is that of compiling a Ships
The Federal Archives Projects Inventory for the 13 districts of
were set up to to complete descrip Maine, with a volume for each. The
tive Inventory; to prepare lists; and old Saco and Penobscot districts
to index, file and duplicate inven have already been completed.
tories of Federal records, which
Under the direction of Mrs. New
are to be deposited in the National man. Stale supervisor 31 persons are
Archives.
with
other
Federal at work, many of them Just now
agencies concerned, and with copies being employed in securing data
available for libraries, educational from the various Custom Houses.
institutions, and historical societies. When the Ships Inventories are
Thus far the Maine unit has in- completed 50 copies will be sent to
ventoried approximately 1.589 gov-ithe National Archives in Washingement agencies, and information ton and every library and historical
has been secured on 26.206 reports, society will have one. proving doubt Already published are 900 series of less of inestimable value ln research
volumes of the Inventory of Fed and reference work by historians
eral Archives of the various de and students.
partments of the U. S. Government The work of the Federal Archives
in Maine; these total nearly 84.000 Project was begun in 1935 under orI single spaced typewritten pages 1 ders from Dr. P. M. Hamer, dlrecand Include: Inventory of the De-jtor of the National Archives. When
j partment of Commerce. Inventory | it will be completed in this State
! of the Farm Credit Administra- Is a matter which nobody can even
tion. Inventory of the Department estimate. The nine volumes already
of the Interior, Inventory of the published are being warmly com
Veterans' Administration Facility mended by librarians.
Members of the Woman's Edu
(Togus), and Inventory of the De
cational Club are urged to attend
partment of War.
The series issued contains a his- I the “open house" on the second floor
tory of the agency concerned, gen- of the Post Office building Friday
eral description of the survey, and afternoon from 1.30 to 4.30. There
location and condition of the record, will be 10 persons on the receiving
Another activity ls the compilation staff and courteous attention Will
of ship documents, and thus far be paid to all visitors. The service
4 300 ship registers and enrollments clubs are also urged to attend and of
found in courthouses have been Mst- course the Invitation is open to the
ed and will be published in mimeo- : general public.

FINNISH BENEFIT SALE
OF

WONDERFUL VARIETY OF HANDIWORK
Crocheted. Embroidered, Carved. Woven, Braided. Woodwork. Etc.
Splendid Opportunity for Buying Gifts or Articles for the Home
SHORT PROGRAM AND DANCING

TOWN HALL, WARREN
SATURDAY, MAY 25-^8.00 O’CLOCK
REFRESHMENTS

United States Senator

ADMISSION 25c

EVERYONE WELCOME
Sponsored by Long Cove Sewing Circle
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AT THE

Sixteen years of service

to Maine; a dynamo of en

ergy, who knows how to

MATINICUS LOBSTER CO.

Tillson Avenue

Rockland, Me.

on the job — Brewster has

ably served his apprentice

ship in Washington and is
now ready for promotion.
....

. ■,

Guaranteed Two Claws
OPEN EVERY DAY, INCLUDING SUNDAY
50Th-tf-pl

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

YOUR

S. Senate.

RIGHT
YOUR

Inasmuch as these critical times
call for a Businessman Governor of
Maine, which even the candidates

For EXPERIENCE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY

[EDITORIAL]
ALL EYES ON THE CAPITOL

"THE ALEWIVES ARE RUNNING”

Our Warren correspondent reports that the alewives are
running in that town, and running in such quantities that the
crews have been working overtime. It’s the season of the year
and an event to which so many persons look forward with
interest every year. "The alewives are running at Warren!"
Who has not heard that welcome announcement many times
in the past, yet always getting a new thrill out of it. This
year the rush to the spawning grounds will be viewed from
the deck of Warren's new bridge, which—if you have not seen
it—will furnish almost as much of a thrill as the alewives
themselves.

A Moscow despatch yesterday said that a war of long dura
tion would favor the Allies because of their huge resources
and the economic backing of the United States. But accord
ing to the German high command the war isn’t going to last
long. They figure that the Allies will be all done inside of
two weeks. Mebbe so.
COL. LINDBERGH’S TALK

It would be very soothing could an optimistic America
accept Ool. Lindbergh's broadcast at its face value and so
promptly cease Its worries.
Fortunately or unfortunately, a no-Ionger optimistic
America will do nothing of the sort. It ls altogether too
vivid an object lesson in what is happening to other nations
that were lulled into a false security.
Most Americans will believe that when Lindbergh calls
for an end to "hysterical chatter of calamity and Invasion."
he is making a direct reference to the President of the United
States, hls military advisers, a majority of Congress and the
American people themselves.
They will note his statement that "no air force at present
possesses bombers capable of round-trip flights across the
Atlantic,” and will wonder lf the bombers need necessarily
come that way. The possibilities of establishing air bases on
or near this continent have been discussed since the war began.
Perhaps they will detect a certain discrepancy when Col.
Lindbergh declares we are In no danger of attack yet need a
greater army, air force, and navy. Or does he mean our own
sheer stupidity may somehow bring one about?
Perhaps they will even endorse the words of a critic who
has said:
“Ool. Lindbergh is a peculiar young man if he can con
template this possibility (the defeat of the allies) in any other
light than as a calamity for the American people. He is an
ignorant young man if he trusts his own premise that it
makes no difference to us whether we are deprived of the his
toric defense of British sea power in the Atlantic Ocean. He
is a blind young man if he really believes we can live on terms
of equal peace and happiness 'regardless of which side u^ns
this war’ in Europe."
We who work in newspaper offices will never forget the
day that an eager, bright-eyed young American stepped upon
a landing field ln France to excite the imagination of the world.
We know better than the average, we think, the warmth then
in American hearts; lt seemed almost literally to flow to us
over the wires. We are the last to let that something grow
cold. But much water has flowed under many bridges since
then. We may still admire the abilities of a great flyer with
out feeling obligated lo endorse bis views.—Bangor Dally News.

Thomas C. 8tone was In Bangor
Monday, attending a conference of
Telephone business managers.

N. C. Bucknam, President

Census Returns

Appleton 640. In 1930 the popula
tion was 574, a gain of 66. In 1930
COOKED FOOD SALE there were 160 poll-tax payers, and
Saturday, May 25—2 P. M. the valuation was $277,371.
Warren, 1452. In 1930 the popu
Senter Crane Co.
lation was 1429, a gain of 23. In
Third Floor
Auspices Edwin Libby Relief Corps 1930 there were 469 poll-tax payers
and the valuation was $754,720.

WITHAM’S LOBSTER POUND

INVESTIGATE—BE SURE!

GOVERNOR
‘A Real Businessman For a Real Business
Administration”
PAGE FOR GOVERNOR CLUB.
FRANKLIN R. CHESLEY, Pres.

Lobsters are brought to Uie sur
face in many sizes, colors and
forms -sometimes red sometimes
green and sometimes a brilliant
blue, but it remained for one of the
Matinicus Lobster Company's fish
ermen to find "something new un
der the sun” despite the oft-re
peated phrase that "there's no such
animal.” This "something new,”
was a lobster whose body shell was
colored a brownish black on one
side and a yellowish orange on the
other, Uie division being as even
as if it had been marked off by a
ruler. The interesting specimen,
alive and crawling, was viewed
wlUi much Interest In the Roving
Reporter’s sanctum yesterday.

Mrs F. A. Young of North Haven
who recently intrusted The Black
Cat with some old coins will be In
terested to know that they were
submitted to A. Jay See, an author
ity of the subject, who reports thus:
1880 Indian head copper, very
common, value 2 cents; bronae coin,
Greek or Roman, unusual, value 25
cents to $1; Jaffa coin, a trade card
token; small brass coin, a token.
—
Even bicycles have trailers these
days. I saw one yesterday and in
the trailer sat the most contented
looking dog you ever saw.

A SHORT WAR SAYS GERMANY

OPENS SATURDAY, MAY 25

SHORE DINNERS

FOR
BREWSTER-FOR-SENATOR CLUB OF DEXTER.

By The Roving Reporter

Legislature is in special session at Augusta for a term
which may last a week or ten days—a short session but pos
sibly one of the most momentous gatherings the Maine solons
have ever held. Scandal has been rife at the Capitol, and a
Governor under whose regime It became manifest was quick
to set the wheels in motion in order that the vicious fangs
might be extracted, root and branch. What attitude will the
legislators adopt? Without attempting to answer our own
question it may be said and very frankly, that woe betides any
attempted evasion of the consequences. Two political parties
have been in power while the wholesale stealing has been go
ing on, and if one could not detect the rascality out of the
right eye the other could do no better with the left eye. With
the State's fair reputation at stake lt ls up to the Republicans
and Democrats alike to bring all of the misdeeds to the sur
face and punish the evil doers. This is a large order, and
there may be varying methods of accomplishing lt. We desire
the readers of this paper to scan carefully the transactions
which are going on under the State House dome ln the next
few days. Misappropriation of State funds ls one thing; to
permit it to go unpunished, and the leaks not stopped, ls yet
another.

$
is your duty to believe no statement
unless you investigate. Be sure the
man you vote for IS a businessman
by EXPERIENCE

BLIN W. PAGE

"The Black Cat”

The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17,1897.

themselves admit Is necessary—It

DUTY

There Is No Substitute

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Your citizenship gives you the right
to elect the man YOU think best
fitted for any public office. Don't
sell this right or treat it lightly.

Maine needs him in the U.

CONG. BREWSTER

TeL 56-W

LOBSTERS
$1.00 Half Dozen; $2.00 Dozen

get things done; constantly

Volume 95................... Number 62.

LOBSTER

CHICKEN

SANDWICHES

STEAK

SALADS

Route 1—Near Roxmont

“WE AIM TO PLEASE”
62-63

Ever hear of blue mayflowers? Bill
Lamb, the Vanilla King, at present
located ln Hope, tells me that they
used to find 'em ln that vicinity,
and maybe they do now.
Some time ago there appeared in
this newspaper a query as to where
a copy of Bunyan's Pilgrim’s Prog
ress might be found. I am in a
position to supply such information
lf the volume is still desired.

The Black Cat runs to odd things,
but our Warren correspondent be
lieves that none of the items has
been any stranger than the one told
by Mrs. Mansfield Robinson of
Warren. Mrs. Robinson relates that
her mother, Mary Ann Luce of
Cushing, used to make hens' shoes
from heavy woolen cloth to keep
them from scratching in her flower
gardens. Pattern for these hen
shoes was round, tire hen's feet
sewed into them, tightly, not enough
to prevent them walking but enough
to hinder the biddies from scratch
ing in no trespassing territory on
the farm. Of course Mrs. Luce did
not have a large flock, probably
only 15 or 20, but the damage to
a newly planted flower garden
would be large just the same. Prob
ably there was considerable “jaw
ing" in "fowl” language in her flock
after she had fitted them out with
their outfits.
H. O. Labe of^Lower Friendship

street, Waldoboro writes:
"I see by the paper that mud
scrapers and bootjacks, are not all
in yet. I have one on my back
doorstep, also a bootjack, a Bible
printed in 1819, one old copper cent
—1818 and one 1854."
The June Primaries are less than
a month away, but in spite of the
many candidates one would scarce
ly dream lt.
One year ago: From a photo
made by Robert Hills The CourierGazette published the first picture
of the new Camden street factory.
—Major Vernon Hall, federal
instruction officer for the Coast
Artillery Corps, was transferred
to
the
Portland
area.—Mrs.
E F. Berry was elected president of
Chapin Class—A. E. Brunberg was
elected president of the Baptist
Men's League.—Ida M. Wooster and
Arthur W. Beverage, Jr., were elect
ed salutatorlan and valedictorian,
respectively of the North Haven
Senior Class —Two newly organized
Unions, Union and Tenant's Har
bor, were reported at the annual
convention of the W.C.T.U. in
Appleton.—Charles Ellis and Rich
ard Snow applied for degrees at
Wheaton College In Illinois.—Deer
Isle's High School band carried off
honors in the New England Musio
Festival in Worcester —Oust Carl
son of Vinalhaven fell dead ln a
pit while excavating for skeletons.
—Mrs. Henry E. Edwards, formerly
of this city and summer resident
at Ash Point, died in Detroit, aged
74 years—Mrs. S. A. Burpee died
suddenly in heT apartments, aged
76 years.

The Courier-Gazette

SOFTBALL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEX

Unto you therefore which be
lieve he Is precious.—■! Peter 2: 7.

Bv MOSHER

LOST TO THORNTON
The Thornton Academy golf
team was victorious Tuesday aft
ernoon over Ute Rockland High
School team, in an excellent match
played on Uie neutral Brunswick
course, 3'4 to 2H. The results:
Kalloch (Ri defeated McCal
lum (T) 4 to 3; Charles (T) defeated
Cummings (R) one up. Best ball
to Thornton Academy, 1 up. But
ler <R> defeated Littnowich <T> 2
up Juriewich (T> defeated Barnard
(R> 4 and 3. Best ball a tie
• * • •
Yesterday was a different story
in Brunswick. Rockland High tak
ing Brunswick High over 6 to 0.
The summary:
Kalloch <R» defeated Girard. <B>
5 to 4; Cummings >R> defeated St
Onge <B> 5 to 4. Best ball won by
Rockland. 6 and 4
Butler <R> defeated Will, <Bi.
7 to 5; Barnard rR' defeated Bax
ter tBi f* to 7. Best ball won by
Rockland 8 and 6

LEAGUE

Texaco Shades A. A P.
Hal Spofford shaded Bud Knrfe
in a sweet pitchers battle at Scho
field-White Park Tuesday night as
Texaco defeated A. & P. 5 to 3.
Spofford held A. & P. to three hits,
while only five were made off Keefe.
Botn pitchers however saw their
fine work spoiled by errors, not an
earned run being made on either
side. A. & P. took the lead in the
first inning when they put to
gether two of their hits with two
errors to score twice. In their half,
Texaco also made two hits, which,
with three errors gave them five
runs, and as tt turned out. the ball
game. The losers lost one sure
score, and possible more with erratic
• • » •
base running. Dick Knowlton, with
Rockland High is today playing a single and double, was the only
a return match with Thornton ( batter to get more than one hit. The
Academy, and tomorrow a match | score:
with Cony High School is sched Texaco
uled to take place at the Knox
ab r bh po a
Country Club, Uie return match U McLeod, ss .........
1 0 2 2 0
be played Monday in Augusta.
Christofferson. lb
1 0 8 0 2
Murphy, r...........
11112
STONINGTON
Merritt, c ............ 1 10 2 11
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Gray. Mr and Spofford, p ....
O 0 0 0 0
O 1 2 4
Mrs. Raymond Gross and Mrs Ken Seavey, 3b ...
1 2 3 2
neth Gross and son Clayton were Knowlton. 2b
Mank. cf ......
1 0
recent visitors in Dover-Foxcroft.
Mason. If .....
0 0
Mr and MrS. Edwin Parkhurst Knights, rf
1 1 0
and daughter Joyce of Unity are
26 6 5'20 10 8
visiting the Emaron Eaton's.
A. A P.
Mrs Hannah Wright is at thc
ab r bh po a e
home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Webb. Keefe, p
1 1 1
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Coombs are F. Mazzeo, r .
living in one of the apartments in Oney, 3b ........
V. Johnson. If
the Hendrick house.
Rossnagle. ss
Mrs. Maria Scarci of Rorkland is Higgins, rf ....
visiting friends here.
Peterson, c ....
Seliger. cf ......
A cooked food sale Saturday at 2 Cuccinello. 2b
o'clock at Senter Crane's (third Prescott, lb
floon will be under auspices ol
Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
27 3 3 18 4 5

Good News Travels Fast

£sso
Esso
COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPANY

HOORAY FOR ROCKLAND HIGH!
At long last! The Knox-Lincoln, Buckminster, with a sensational
track championship cqmes back to dash for the tap€ in the nllIc run
Rcckland Higli School after a lapse
,
, . .
. — .,
of seven vws. Yesterday, tlie iwas nosed out by lnches by Hiunl1Rockland tracksters gave Lincoln ton of Lincoln who took second
the most severe beating in Acad-'place, small of Rockland, who won
emy track history After being de,e vault uith easf jugt lnissed
nied by one and wo point margins'
£
d , h
( wh
in previous years tlie Rockland boys
, •
. . , . . , . , . .
,
really went to town yesterday at ^b,bJbolstedJ,„ L r^c.L ?f
the Damariscotta Pair grounds
110 "• 6 ln Storer- Snow and Spm*' well for Rockland,
.........also shoa-ed
lending from the start. R H.S. ne.v
piled up tlie overwhelming total of, The summary:
76'4 points, to 22'a for Lincoln. The
—1st- Mazzeo <R>. -nd Hamilone-sidedness of the meet was evi- ton <U 3d. Spinney (R»; time 10 9
denced by the fact that Lincoln1 220-lst. Mazzeo (Ri. 2d Huntley
failed to score a single first place, a <RL 3d French iL>; time 24 sec.
decidedly rare occurrence for a 440—1st Mazzeo <R>, 2d Storey
iR). 3d Snow (R».
Bailey-coached team.
The meet became a duel between
830—1st Mazzeo iR>, 2d Buck
Huntley and Mazzeo of Rockland for minster (R), 3d Dodge (L>; time I
individual honors and possession of 2.20.
thc high-point cup. Mazzeo. in the
Mile—Mateo-Hamilton, iBuak- I
final event nosed out Huntley in mnster; time 5.10.
the 220 and carried home the cup Higli jump—1st Huntley (R>,
with five first places, for a total Hilton (L), M tle> Spinney <r>,'
of 25 points, while Huntley scored French ,L1. 5 5>» feet
24 points in six events The high-| Broad ju^p _ Huntley, Spinney.
light of the whole meet was the all- [ Hil.
18
-> in
around performance of these two s„otLHuntiey. Humason
<L>.
Mazzeo performed the unheard Sn°w 'R'i,37„U' 4c"’n.
of feat of taking first place in every
Discus-Huntley. Sno». Humason,
winning event from the 100-yard 91
11 ln „
„
dash to the mile run. With a little Pole—Small <R>. Hilton (L).
luck in the javelin event Huntley Mack (R): 9 ft. 6 in.
would have been equally successful Javelin—Small <R>. Hilton <L),
in the field events.
Huntley <R>; 134 ft. 7 ln.

ITp

5 r»; r» M

September general elections with a
background of having “cleaned up
its own problems.”
Also scheduled for consideration
will be repeal of the unpopular
automobile title law passed early
last year, amendment of unemploy
ment compensation legislaUon to
conform with federal law and cer
tain changes in Maine's administra
tive code which, it is understood,
will
be —
sought -by —
ttie- Governor.
..... —
—............. — •
Bllls providing fcr some of these
changes havc been drafted, but tt
u not ccr(aln that thfy wil,
piesented if the legislators seek
more time and study before con
sidering the question of changes.
Some solons believed these pro
posals. together with ethers de
signed to aid Maine in fitting into

BENTLEY

Graduate

More than ninety-four per cent of the 6,886 Bentley graduates are
employed.
Beginning salaries range from SIB to ?27 a week.
The average yearly earnings oi the members of several classes :
in thc following categories are:
(
’

• It started in England, this
swank idea nf “aging" new tan
brogues. Dark stain rubbed in
the punch-work and along thc
scams. You’ll like thc “custom
bootmaker” look it gives your
foot.

FOR BOYS—
FOR MEN—
SIMMER SHORTS
SUMMER SLACKS
59c, 79c, 95c
$1.00 to $2.25
SLACKS
Shirts and Pants to match
$1.00, $1.50, $1.98
$2.50, $2.85
ENSEMBLE SUITS
SWEATERS
Long and Short Pants
$1.00. S1.98, $2.98
$1.95
DRESS PANTS
$1.98 to $4.50
SWEATERS
$1.00, $1.50, $1.98
WORK PANTS
$1.00. $1.50
UNDERWEAR
DUNGAREES
Of AH Kinds
25c and up
79c, $1.00, $1.25
OVERALLS
SUITS
At All Prices
87c, $1.00, $1.25
HEADQUARTERS FOR CARTER’S WORK CLOTHES
COOPER’S JOCKEYS—BODYGUARD UNDERWEAR

OTHER MAKES

$3.95 & $6.00

<
z

1-

$5.00

M'LAiN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
t

ture who refused to resign at the
demand of the Governor shortly
after discovery of shortages in the
accounts of former State Controller
William A Runnells. Leaders have
predicted that the ease, if present
ed and considered, would force pro
traction of the session.—Staff correspondence in the Press Herald.

SELF
SERVICE

SERVICE
□ • •• <«d Ope,ated by to. 0..

EACH
RAY
IS BARGAIN MY ATA(PL
At .UP
price wry thing low, etrrv div In the
wwt We iko't Risrk d*mn a few priree is veet-Wbl wetlils
and keep all uiher prio-s up. N.i, Madaa,
get low priem
on jow full fmem vnler. tiery t ine you eoae t<» an .UP
Market There are two big m.«ons fur these daih luw prkrs.
First we buy dneet. eultii.x out m-brlweeu profits. Then we
operate otif Murn cHrirntV)—no finry flxtures or elurje
srcoiinti to increase the prieea you pay. Ho iwne—
markeU—where erery day u bargain da;

orf,»ci,

■J*»VE

>mi

f/^

TYPEWRITER

Co*

BEAUTY!

»»«

SUNNYFIELD
FAMILY

Before You
Buy It

7

lb29c
STEAKS
lb29c
nUAO IU
SUNNYFIELD SMOKED HAMS % l.21c
BONELESS CHUCK ROAST sKf lb25c
HEAVY STEER BEEF
RIB ROAST
NATIVE, LARGE SIZE
FRESH FOWL

FLOUR
24': LB TT C
BAG / □ <

RENT THIS
TYPEWRITER

ALL PURPOSE

50c

Pastry Flour

BAG

71c

A WEEK
PILLSBURY'S

KARL LEIGHTON

“BIST

WHOLE or

FLOUR
24!; LB,
BAG 99c

ROCKLAND. ME.
N. B. PURCHASE TERMS AS
LOW AS 70 CENTS A WEEK

Pork Loins RIB HALF lb 17c
BAY
Fresh Ducks STATE ta17c
Shoulders «"°.T7^b 15c
CORNED BEEF
Brisket N. V STYLE lb25c
id 21e
Liverwurst

2‘BagU $1.01

Flour

Gold Medal Kitch«n-Tctted

Girls’ and Women’s

ARIZONA SEEDLESS

Wildmere 2 rBr 59c

OXFORDS

Silverbrook 2 bs61c

Sunnyfield

$1.98

2

Frankfnrts SKINLESS
FRESH
Scallops
FRESH
Cod Cheeks CUT
HADDOCK
Fillets Fresh. Skinless
FRESH.
SLICED
Halibut

Beef Stew

SUNNYFIELD

2

PURE LARD
Others $2.50. $2.98
AA to D Width
NATIONAL

COTTON WEEK

OXFORDS

COTTON

Clothes Lines 4“a

$1.98

21c

ea 25c

Cotton Mops

CJfrt’N SEED PRODUCT

Others $3.00, $4.00

LTaMe Salt

,0Bi®

1»c

COTTON CONTAINER

R E. Nutt Shoe Store
436 M AIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

ann
pace

LOW PRICED

s PECIALi
’35 Dodge 4-Door
Trunk

’34 Buick 4-Door
Trunk

’34 Sludebaker 4-Door
Trunk

’34 Nash 4-Door, Trunk
’34 Pontiac 4-Door
’34 Lafayette 2-Door Tk
’33 Ford Phaeton
’33 Pontiac 4-Door
’33 Plymouth 4-Door
’32 Essex 2-Door
’32 Plymouth 4-Door
’32 Chevrolet 2*Door
’31 Oldsmobile Cabriolet
’30 Plymouth 4-Door
’30 Pontiac 4-Door
’39 Dodge 4-Door

nrn elic

80CKIAN0 '

You
luu b

A AC

12 OZ
CAN

ZU

U

SALAD DRESSING
p-r SANDWICH SPREAD 8 OZ-« 1C
4', OZ i
• JAR
PACE STUFFED OLIVES
153« OZ 1 AC
PACE SPAGHETTI
PREPARED
3
PRESERVES
ANN
PACE

iri I V
JLLLT

CRABAPPLE
OR GRAPE

PEANUT BUTTER
PACE MUSTARD
PREPARED
ENCORE MAYONNAISE

8 OZ
JAR

PACE

2

2
2

CANS
LGE
PKGS
LGE qqc
PKGS

2 CAKES 11C

Buy With
Confidence
' Thow ftcdb art a»ld at a!' .UP Stom

FINE CHICK FEED

ba0B 53c

°ba1,8 $2.09

egg SCRATCH FEED

$1.95

49c

NUTLEY
MARGARINE

10’

MUSTARD

LIFE

QT.

1C

JAR
nnimzs

Thi» famous colfec is sold in
the flavor-packed bean and
ground fresh to your order—
exactly right for your coffee
pot. Enjoyed by millions.

New—better than ever!

^.A*R

BREAD

cLptW
IIP

At "Personal'’ you get more
than Just cash . . . you get the
kind ot friendly, considerate
service that makes borrowing a !
pleasant and simple experience I
Endorsers are seldom required!
... no one need know. It you I
can make small monthly pay-1
ments. you should not hesitate!
to see us at once for a loan of 1
»23 to $250 or more. Come in |
or telephone.

A top quality loaf
that

LB
BAG

SAVES YOU MONEY!

SOS”1

,A OT*

462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

“Charges 3% monthly on un
paid balances up to Z150. 2'--% !
monthly on bilances above." 1

co.

2

49c
25c
25c
39c

1815 BRAND

XS *DVI RIiSf0 IN

/J

Kresge Building
241 Water St.
Augusta, Me.
Small Loan Statute
License No. 1
56 64
Cvoranfnd hr GOOD HOUSEKEtPINO
ei odvwtKMt Ikw.m
<

3 LB CAN
LGE
BOTS

LB PKG

9 OZ
JAR

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:!Miiiiiiiiiittin|n|i]|i|i'iiii:ii^|w

FHvKhkl

\HnAonal finance

25®

CANS

PACE

A CHOICE OF 50 OTHERS
CONVENIENT TERMS

• ’

1': LB
CANS

with
tomato SAUCE

DiLHIiu

19C
23c

Ham undD:xr 2 <^'25' Lava Soap
3 CAKES 17C
ROOJ
Soap SWEETHEART 3 CAKES 17c Hire’s BEER Extract rot 21c
PRUDENC E
16 OZ
LGE
PKG
Ivory Snow
21c Hash CORNED BEEF CAN 17®
’S
A 16 0Z
‘o^ BEEF 4b CANS 25c
Ivory Flakes 2 PlkcoEs 41c Hash cARMOUR
Red Cap Refresh-R WITH SPRAYER 4 OZ BOT 23c
pork or
a 16 OZ
C Prices th'ough Sai, May 25

< an 23c

Wesson Oil

ir

READY TO SERVE

BLUE RIBBON MALT
MOXIE
CONTENTS ONLY
FRIEND’S BEANS
OXYDOL
SUPER-SUDS
CONCENTRATED
CAMAY SOAP

2^15«

Good Styles—All Sites

LB

Hormel’s Spam

DINTY MOORE

MEN’S ELACK

lb10C

Ripe Tomatoes 2 ... 2SC Oranges Valencia 2 DOZ 49‘
2bchs13c Strawberries QT BOX 19c
Carrots

65*

LBS

ib21c

5 fop 25c
2 HDS 19C
3 L. 25c

SIZE 54-64
GRAPEFRUIT
ICEBERG LETTUCE
GREEN PEAS

BUTTER

Black and White
Brown and White
SADDLE

Sizes 2 to 8

I

June Issue ol
“Woman’s Day"
Now on Sale!
PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND,
CUBE or N Y SIRLOIN-HEAVY STEER BEEF
BAA OTO
HEAVY STEER BEEF-PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN,
BOTTOM ROUND or N Y SIRLOIN

Try It

r.hen you borroM from us!

434 MAIN ST.
CLOTHIER
ROCKLAND
SPORT CLOTHES FOR SPRING

V

L-ephyr

porary borrowing capacity, also
must be considered by the Legisla !
ture, Raders said.
1
Another vexing question will be
tho disposition to be made of tlie
case which the Governor ha.s in (
dicated he will present against
State Treasurer Belmont A. Smith,
an officer elected by the Legisla ‘

! SELF

BENTLEY SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
915 Boylsio.i Street, Boston, Mossachusetts

RALPH P. CONANT

X

CORONA

'national defense plans, would be
stuiiied by committees for action
later in the slimmer.
An overdraft amounting to ap
proximately a half-billion dollars
in Department of Health and Wel
fare expenditures fcr tlie current
fiscal year, which may possibly be
met by exercise of tlie State's tem

Five years out............................................................... $1,714
Ten years out...............................................................

Fifteen years out.............................................................3,555
Seventy-one per cent of all employed graduates are in accounting,
financial, and managerial positions.
Full details are in the catalog, which will be sent upon request.

It’s aged-in-the-leatHer

j

The Special Session

• Cuccinello out for leaving bat
ters box in 5th.
Legislature Convened
Two base hits. Rossnagle. Murphy. I
Today
To Act Upon
Knights. Knowlton. Double plays.,
Seavey to Knowlton to Chris. Oney
Momentous Affairs
(unassisted). Base on balls. Keefe
2. Spofford 3. Struck out. by Spof
Republicans dominating
both
ford 2. Umpires. Smith and Kent.
branches of the Legislature arc
• • • •
prepared to throw their voting j
strength against any attempt of:
Amoco Easy Winner Over Snow
The Amocos made two wins in a Maine's governmental scandals at row last night with an easy 11 to 4 Democrats to "play politics witn
victory of 1. L. Snow at Schofieldsession opening today.
White Park. The Amocos scored
fld l°nl«ht «
fif.i,
predicted the lawmakers will vote
m every inning but the fifth, an i
n orderly and thorough investiwere never in danger as they ham- gatlon of slate buaineas" by speered out 16 hits for — bases, with cial or
committees,
every batter getting at least one
AnUclpating that thc minority
hit. The losers could pick up only , grcup “might attempt to embarrass
four runs, in spite of seven errors the Republican party instead of
made by Amoco Brackett led the cooperating in a cleanup of State
hitters with a pair of singles and affairs," GOP spokesmen .said their
a triple. The score
followers "will insist on keeping tlie
Amoco
main issues in sight."
ab r bh po a c
Speaker Donald W Philbrick of
Valenta. r .
4 1 1 2 0 0 Cape Elizabeth and his floor leader
Lord, if
4 2 1 4 0 1 Representative Oeorge D Varney
F. Wink. 3b
3 3 a 2 2 1 of Berwick, conferred yesterday
Sullivan, lb
3 1 i 7 0 0 with Gov Lewis O Barrows. They
Bisbee. 2b
3 O l 1 4 0 said they discussed procedures to
Welch, ss ....
4 1 •» 1 1 2! be followed in getting the special
Day. c ...... ..
4 0 2 1 0 11 session under way
Shafter, rf ...
4 1 1 1 1 ol As the vanguard of the Ltgisla-;
Leo. cf ..... .
4 0 2 1 0 0 ture arrived there was indication
Brackett, p
4 2 3 1 1 2, that the session would run past
the weekend in dealing with mat
ters to be presented and others
37 tl 16 21 9 7, which may be raised by tlie solons
I. L. Snow
themselves
Many predicted that
ab r bh po a c the lawmakers would adjourn over
2
Salminen. cf ....
0 0 1 0 0 the weekend and resume delibera
1 0 e 0 0 ol tions Tuesday, concluding the ses
Jackson. If ......
2 0 0 2 0 0 1 sion for the present, at least, on
1 1 0 0 0 oi Wednesday or Thursday of next
Dowling, 2b
3 1 2 1 2 0 week.
DeVeber. ss ...
3 0 1 0 2 1
In addition to a probable investi
Topping, r .......
3 1 1 4 1 O1 gation of State departmental af
Poley. 3b .........
3 0 0 3 2
fairs back to 1932. legislators pre
Cargill, lb
2 0 0 6 0 2| dicted the session would vote to
V. Crockett, lb
1 0 O 3 1 °l create a committee to study the
Sukeforth. c...
3 1 1 0 1 2 structure of State government with
C. Willis, p......
2 0 I 1 0 o! an eye to improving efficiency
L. Crockett, p .
1 0 0 0 0 0 through remedial legislation if such
D Willis, rf ...
1 0 0 0 0 0 action should seem warranted
This committee and the investi
Blackman, rf
1 0 0 0 0 0
gating committee would report to
28 4 6 21 9 5 the Legislature at a re-convening
Amoco ...
2 1 2 4 0 11- “1 in July or August, some sources
I L. Snow
0200020—4
V uo-.It Publl<»n Party, which dominates
ThTrX° ££ TuT wii.£
to
tbt|

Stolen bases. F. Wink. Bisbee. Day, I
Shafter Double plays. Shafter to ■out ll*e semblance of an error '
Sullivan. Welch to Bisbee to Sulli-' "Chief' Oney, after muffing his)
van. Topping to Sukeforth to Foley, flrst chance, also had a fine eve- J
V. Crockett to Foley Base on balls, ning at the hot corner. The old
off C. Willis 2. L. Crockett I. Struck boy isn't "daid" yet
out. by Brackett 1. Umpires. Smith Bob Seliger didn't do too bad for
himself in the A. A P outfield. He
and Black.
• • • •
made a couple of nice running
Games—tonight. Elks vs Perry's catches and but for a little inter
Market; Friday, Van Baalen vs. ference, would have retired the side
Texaco; Sunday. Texaco vs. Perry's in the sixth.
There havc been a pile of errors
Market and Indies vs. A & P.
made in the four games played so
Softball Sputterings
far . And yet there have also been
Charlie Seavey played a lot of! ten double plays reeled off Each
third base for Texaco Tuesday game has had at least one, with four
night. Six chances accepted with-jin last night s game being high.
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TALKOFTHETOWN

May 24—Camden Dorla Heald dance
recital ln Opera House.
May 2J—Legion Poppy Day.
Man, 30—Memorial Day
June 3—Special Congressional elec
tion In the Second Maine District
June 6 Appleton—Commencement
exercises at Riverside hall.
June 6- -Rockland High School com
mencement exercises.
June
8—Thomaston High School
Alumni banquet at Congregational
Church.
June
7—Thomaston High 8chool
Alumni ball at Watte hall
June 7 Rockland High School Alum
ni reception at High School auditorium
June 8-14—Flag Week
June IO--Rockport—Alumni banquet
June 10 — Camden
High School,
Alumni banquet at Yacht Club
June 11 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets wl'h Mrs Aunle J Gardiner
June 13 — Vlnllnaven
Commence
ment exercises at Memorial hall
June 14- Flag Day picnic of Lady
Knox Chapter at Mrs Maude Blodgett's
cotrage, Spruce Head.
June 1A-Father's Day
June 17—Primary Election
June 24—^Republican National Con
vention In Philadelphia
Aug 20-23 Union Fair
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
Aug 31-Sepl 3 Blue HIU fair.

PERRY’S
MARKET

MARKET

MAIN STREET

PARK STREET

PERRY’S

lor years we havc served

Rorkland's
families
with
quality foods, with prices
that please, plus prompt,

de

pendable service.

ANNIVERSARY PARTY

SMOKED

SHOULDERS
SHORT SHANK
lb 14c
LEAN

OUR FIFTH

CORNED BEEF

CAKE

"Cut from Best Quality*
Western Steers"
BONELESS BRISKET
OR THICK RIB

4N

ery butler. Hie finest of flavors,

and beautifully

An added act, a first class magi
cian, to both afternoon and eve
ning shows of Ken MacKenzie to
day at Community Building.

From Carroll L. Boardman
comes a letter which bears a cachet
issued by the Portsmouth Navy
Yard Improvement Association in
connection with the launching May
21 of the new U. S Submarine
Trout. Mr Boardman is making
his home at 71 Oovcrnment street,
Kittery
E G Williams, secretary of the
Blue Hill Fair announces that the
annual Blue HIU Fair ra^ng dates
would be Aug 31, Monday. Labor
Day. Sept. 2. and Tuesday Sept. 3.
Williams said a protest by Wind
sor Fair officials over the Satur
day racing date had been with
drawn at a hearing before the rac
ing commission.

If the Bath Iron Works is respon
sible for the weather something
ought to be done about it. There
hasn't been a really pleasant hour
since the shipyard announced its
intention of sending the destroyer
to the Rockland course. Tlie Gleaves
will be manipulated by Bath's ex
pert navigator. Capt William S
Blair, and there arc 130 Bath shipworkers on board Lest they be
come homesick the craft will berth
at the home port every night.
Girl Scout food sale Saturday at
1 o’clock at Burpee's Furniture
store—adv.’
Rummage sale next Saturday of
now and old goods, at VF.W. hall;
also cooked food and candy .-ad 61-62

Public beano party Thursday at
2 p. m. OAR hall, sponsored by
Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Special
door prize, 3 cards 25c.
61-62

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RA'.IIC <”ITY
TEL. WALDOBOKC IM
Matinee Saturday at 2.30
Sunday at 3 p. m.
Single Evening Shows at 8 p. m.

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
MAY 23-24-25

We are pleased to present
Columbia’s latest comedy hit
LORETTA YOUNG
RAY MILLAND

ln

“THE DOCTOR
TAKES A WIFE”
SUN.-MON.. MAY 26-27

“DR. EHRLICH’S
MAGIC BULLET”
Starring
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
Donald Crisp. Ruth Gordon,
Donald Meek, Otto Kruger
Coming:
“Abe Lincoln in
Illinois,” "Rebecca,” "Edison the
Man.”

FRANCIS I. TILLSON

Carpenter and Builder
IS MEADOW RI)., THOMASTON
PHONE 45-4
53Th-S-tf

C F. WILLIAMS & CO.

Yacht Sailmakers

PORKCHOPS
Ib 21c

decorated with

STEW’GBEEFlbl7c

HAMBURG,

lb 17c

BACON,

lb 19c

creamy icing.

Beautiful lo look at and de

lightful lo eat.

CUBE STEAK

A GRAND BIRTHDAY PARTY
Uncle Sam's freight steamship Red Jacket, named for thr Rorkland-built clipper ship of that name and
with Rorkland as her hailing port—all thanks to E. C. Moran, Jr., the Rorkland man who is serving on the
United Stales Maritime Commission, has been rovering herself with glory ever since she sailed away from
our Trial Course and entered the service. Iler first voyage was from New York to the Platte, a round trip on
which she averaged 19 knots, the fastest run ever made by a freighter.
“And what shall we do with her now?” Commissioner Moran was asked.
“Set her again.” was thr prompt and ehararleristir reply made by the former Representative (rom Maine’s
Second District, having in mind a homely phrase which farmers used to employ, concerning hens.
And they did "set her again,” and she steamed away for Australia, from which far-off country she returns
today to Baltimore.
More important still is Commissioner Moran's announcement that thr Red Jacket will be taken over by
the Grace Line for one year with the option to buy—which Ls what Mr. Moran believes will happen. The
Red Jacket under the new charter will ply between the United States West Coast and the West Coast of South
America.
Up to date thLs fine craft has rost Uncle Sam $2,750,000, inclusive of the new refrigeration plant which
has been installed since her memorable visit to Rockla nd. She has been earning $30,000 a month for the
Government.

The Registration Board is again More Talk of the Town on Page 6. The Rotary Club will have its
Memorial Day observance tomorrow, I
in Session at the City Building ln
drawing from its own membership j
preparation for the special election
A F Russell and Sam Savitt will an eloquent orator in thc person of
June 3.
havc charge of the Lions programs Gilford B. Butler.
U. S. Maritime Commissioner Mo next month.
ran arrived from Washington Tues
Do you want a Federal air base i Richard Havener has put his
day night on his way to Portland
sloop "Black Duck'' over, and en
where he spoke yesterday before the in Maine? And do you want it in joyed a sail In the bav, which al-'
this section? If so why not write
Propeller Club.
to Congressman Brewster and Sen I though it was very chilly was very
Maurice Harding has
ator White setting forth your views i pleasant.
BORN
. joined the boat enthusiasts, and
in no uncertain terms.
i has purchased a sea-going punt.
(reiehton At Boston. M»v 20 to Mr
and Mrs John Creighton (Margaret
Members of Winslow-Holbrook
Hellterl, a daughter
Pease At Thomaston. May 22 to Mr Unit A.L., are requested by the
Patrolman Frank C. Bridges likes
and Mrs Joseph Pease a daughter
president. Mrs. Orace Kirk, to meet to plav beano, but two years' faith
Rising At Boeton. Mav 19 to Mr and
at the Legion hall Sunday at 10 ful attendance at games saw him
Mrs Elmer Rising, a daughter Linda.
o'clock to attend memorial services i return home empty handed. Yes-!
i terday at the VF.W Party he won'
at the Methodist Church.
MARRIED
[ one, and what do you suppose it
Ktarkpole-Mills At Brunswick. May
was? A pink crocheted knitting>
19 Charles E. Stackpolr of Thomaaton.
TW’AS PERFECT DAY
and Helen F Mills of Rockland —By
bag. Next we know. Prank will I
Rev John W Hyssong
Yesterday was the "perfect be fastening on his police cap witli I
day” for Rockland High School
safety pins.
DIED
sports. There were contests in
Jones At Cambridge. Mass May 13.
three sports, and each one was
Miles La JV>re-c Jones native of Union
New evening gowns, pastels and
won The baseball team defeat
Sylvester—At Blueblll. May 17. Lillian
wife of Fred L Sylvester native of
ed Vinalhaven in Vinalhaven by whites, misses sizes. $6.95 Lucien
ETonlngton. aged 59
a score of 23 to 10. The golf K. Green & Son, 16 School St., City,
Peabody At Warren. May 22, Albert
team won over the Brunswick —adv.
E Peabody, aged 6« years. 6 month*. 22
days
Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
High team 6 to 0. and the track
from residence.
Burial In Fairview
team was victorious in the Knoxcemetery
Lincoln meet held in Newcastle.
Parsons At Rockport. May 21. Alfa
B . widow of Josiah Parsons, aged 83
And who could ask for more!

years Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
from Oood funeral home
Koski At Rockland May 22. (acci
dentally killed). John Koski, aged 55
' years, 8 months. 4 days. Funeral ar
rangements to be announced

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
and gratitude to our friends and neigh
bors, and especially our friends In
Non h Haven, for the many thoughtful
kindnesses ahown us, and for the beau
tiful flowers sent ln tribute to our
loved one
Mr and Mr* J A Bellmore. Mr and
Mrs J A Bellmore. Jr.
•

Owner unknown.—At the furni
ture store of the late John B Rob
inson ln Chisholm Block lias arrived
a walnut chest of drawers and a
; 9x12 green congoleum. There are
j no names on record of the persons
for whom these articles were or
dered. It is requested that the own
ers call for them at the store, 488
j Main street or telephone 811. Rock
land.—adv.
>

CITY OF ROCKLAND
A public heerlng will be held In the
Cky Council Room. Monday. June 3,
1940. at 6 30 o'clock In the afternoon,
i E 8 T) on the application of thc
SamOset Company for a summer hotel
license to sell malt liquors
'Per Order of Municipal Officers
Attest:
/
E R KEENE.
Cltv Clerk
62 -Th-65
CITY OF ROCKLAND
A public hearing will be held In the
CHy Council Room. Monday. June 3.
1940 at 6 30 o'clock In the afternoon.
IE 8 T.) on the application ot The
SamOset Company for a Summer hotel
license to tell spirituous and vinous
liquors.
Per Order of Municipal Officers
Attest:
E R KEENE.
City Clerk
62-T11-65

TO ROAST
“Cut From Best Quality
Western Steers"

BONELESS

POT ROAST, lb 27c
BONELESS

OVEN ROAST lb 31c
BONELESS

FIVE RIB,

FRANKFORTS
MINCED HAM
2 lbs 29c
SALAD, 2 lbs 25c

PURE

SWIFT’S

BROOKFIELD

2

>-BS.

LOOSE-WILES SPECIAL'.

1 Pkg. Potato Chips
1 Pkg. Crispy Crackers

TELEPHONES
896, 7S1-1 ar 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

•

9 CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. S62
ROCKLAND, ME.
M-tf

flavor!

JUICY AND TENDER
BONELESS

SIRLOIN STEAK
lb 39c
NATIVE VEAL
STRICTLY FRESH
FANCY WHITE NATIVE

HALIBUT
lb 25c

OLEO

1|C

Htl.SU

Halibut Cheeks
lb 17c

AMERICAN

Swift’s or Armour's

lb 39c
lb 29c

STEAK,
CHOPS,

AU. PURPOSE

FLOUR

CHEESE
2 Ib box

24W LB. BAG

73c

CREAM CHEESE
'.! pkgs 15c

STRING BliANS GARDEN FRESH
ASPARAGUS (.KEEN TENDER TIPS
SOLID GREEN HEAIIs
CABBAGE

2 qts 15/
Ige bch 25/
3 lbs 13/

Total Value 20c

All For 15c!

NATIVE RHUBARB,

lb

5c

CHERRIESIb 15/

CHEESE

- 23c

Witham's Lobster Pound, which
had its best season last Summer, re
opens Saturday and the former
home of blccded horses is going to
entertain more patrons than ever
before Thc advertisement on our
foremast page tells the story.

STRAWBERRIES
BIRDSEYE
SEYE
Enough For
Four
BOX

21c

Servings

SUGAR

10

52c

DANCE

Every Saturday Nite

A cooked food sale will be held
Saturday at 2 o'clock at Senter
Crane's store, third floor, sponsored
by past presidents of Edwin Libby I
Relief Corps. Mrs. Blanche Shadie,
is chairman.

BARGAIN VALUE
ACT AT ONCE

GLEN COVE
GRANGE HALL

Hal’s Rhythmaires
ADMISSION 35c and 25c

14-Th-tf

Genuine

Kutmaster

Stainless Steel

Slicing Knife
only

25^ and

label trom bottle of
WELCH'S
Crape Juice

KEN MacKENZIE

Pint 21c; Quart 39c

BIG NEW RADIO AND STAGE SHOW
Offers You
A Full Two Hour Children’s Matinee at 4.00 P. M. for 10c
A big evening show of two hours of solid Radio Entertainment,
Songs, Hillbilly Music and High Class Comedy
No other form of entertainment

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
THURSDAY, MAY 23

HUNTLEY-HILL POST, NO. 2499, V. F. W.

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

LARD
Swift’s Silverleaf

61c

LA TOURAINE
l^Tourditf

EIGHTH ANNUAL MAY BALL
Ambulance Service

4 SIX-MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION TO UOI'RlfcR-GAZ.MTl.
1 SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAM.
1 ARMOUR’S STAR HAM.

I CUDAIIY HAM.

BUTTER

Noted for its distinctive

1 PINT THREE (ROW VANILLA.
1 PINT THREE CROW LEMON.

1 WILSON HAM.
AND MANY OTHER VALUABLE PRIZES

IN TWO GRINDS
REGULAR AND DRIP

BURPEE’S

We are pleased to have the opportunity to thank the public in gen
eral. those in Roikland. and nearby towns, for their splendid support. Ils
success has far surpassed our expectations.
Saturday evening we extend you and yours a rordial invitation to
attend our Fifth Birthday Tarty and share with us the pleasure of cut
ting our large Birthday Cake,
Also beginning Friday morning, rveiy person making a 50c purchase or
over at our Park Street Market, either in person or by phone, will receive
a ticket that entitles them to Mi opportunity to win one of the many
valuable Prizes, which will be drawn in our Park Street Market at 900
o'clock P. M. Saturday. The only r.ile of the contest being that you must
be there in person to claim your prize.
The following prizes will be drawn and awarded:
(Remember, you must la' there to win)
1 P11ILCO TRANSITONE HOME RADIO.
1 TON COAL (Winner's Choice or Size—Hard ur Soft I
6 ONE-QUART CANS PAINT OR VARNISII.

POTATO OR MACARONI

ADMISSION—EVENING 8.15—15c, 35c

41ThS0

THIS WEEK OUR PARK STREET MARKET WILL
HAVE BEEN OPENED FIVE YEARS

CUCUMBERS,
each 5c
ORANGES lge navel Sunkist doz 39c
APPLES, Nocrthern Spy,
peck 35

MILD CURED

Rev and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
Donald. who have been ln tlie
South for several weeks are now
visiting in New Jersey, incidental
ly attending the Northern Baptist
Convention in Atlantic City. The
pastor's health has been improving
in a gratifying manner.

The Rockland Lions were repre
sented at the State convention in
Bangor Friday night by Past Presi
dent Frank H Ingraham and Sec
retary Bradford Burgess.
That
sprightly Vinalhaven Club sent four I
members—O. V. Drew zone chair
man, King Lion Glidden. Past j
Tlie famous Mexican, handwoven, President Ike Caldcrwcod and
caxaca huarache sandaLs have ar Charles Webster.
rived at Blackington's—natural and
white. $235 —adv.
A bam has been demolished on
the Fisher Gay estate at the NorthI Baked or fried chicken may be end Found in the eaves were old
had Memorial Day or any Sundav billboard signs advertising the pre
'this summer at beautiful Blake sentation of C. B. Morrison's
Farm in Rockville. Mrs. Elizabeth "Faust.'' with a picture of an angel
Crockett also features hot chicken with wings spread Tlie frame of
the building was all hand hewn
short cake —adv.’
and pegged.

EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE

119-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
IM-tt

PORK ROAST
™p,° lb 16c

Made with dozens of eggs, sev

CORNED BEEF
jr™™™ ib i4c

>X.'-

prire.

eral quarts of milk, good cream

lb 23c

Stafford
M
Congdon
has
launched hla cabin crulsert which
has been ln winter quarters at tlie
Oliver Perry boat shop.

Joseph Nasso and Harold Tarritt
were ln Municipal Court Tuesday
charged with larceny of brass pipe
from Harold Hupper of St Oeorge
They were found guilty, fined $25
and both appealed.

BIRTHDAY

The confidence and loyally
expressed by our many
friends during the past year
inspires us to continue to
offer the finest foods obtain
able at the usual popular

GLEN COVE GRANGE HALL

THE

AS FKESII AS TODAY’S HEADLINES
That's how fresh Golden Heart Bread is, tor we get a special de
livery DIRECT to our markets from the bakery. We know you
want Fresh F.ggs. Fresh Milk. Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, and
Fresh Dressed Poultry. And you want FRESH BREAD, too. so
we recommend—GOLDEN HEART BREAD.
Include it in your next food order from our markets and you'll
be happy for so doing.

Jelly Rolls
"REAL JELLY FILLER"

17/

PEANUT BUTTER
2 pound jar
WALDORF TOILET TISSUE
4 rolls
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
2 lbs
SNIDER CATSUP '
2 14 oz bottles
COCOA Famous Fifty Brand 2 Ib tin
MOLASSES
Pure Barbados
gal
B&M BEANS2 tall tins
JELL-0 PUDDINGS
4 pkgs
SUNSHINE ASSORTED COOKIES 2 lbs
Pompeiian Olive Oil...... pint tin 45c
Clorox............................ quart bot 20c
Moxie (contents) ........... 2 bots 25c
Spinach.................. large 2% l*n Tic
String Beans........................ 3 tins 25c
Tomato Soup....................... 3 tins 15c
Tomatoes ............................ 3 tins 25c
Spiced Luncheon Meat, 12 oz tin 19c
Corned Beef......... 2 12-oz tins 35c
Fairy Soap.......................... 3 bars 11c
Silver Dust ............................ pkg 23c
Gold Dust ............................... pkg 15c

Pink Salmon....................... 2 tins 27c
Baker’s Vanilla............. 2 oz bot 25c
Kellogg’s Shredded Wheat 2 pkgs 17c
Kellogg’s Rice Krispies, 2 pkgs 21c
Del Monte Pineapple Juice, 46 oz 25c
Strawberry Preserves,
1 lb jar 19c
Raspberry Preserves,
1 lb jar 19c
Prudence Corned Beef Hash, tin 17c
Zarex Orange Marmalade, Ib jar 12c
Evaporated Milk................ 4 tins 26c
Wax Paper......... 2 125-ft rolls 21c
Red Cross Towels.................. roll 9c
SPRY......... 1 lb tin 18c; 3 lb tin 49c

PURE PEACH JAM
SALT
BAKING POWDER

DEI. MONTE

BAG
HEALTH CI.LB

SCHUMACHER GRAHAM FLOUR

PERRY

23/
17/
49/
25/
15/
59/
25/
19/
25/

25

OZ,

TIN
I.B.

BAG

29/
19/
19/
23/

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

FRIDAY, MAY 24
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
ADMISSION 35 CENTS

BE SURE AND GET YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS AT BOTH OUR MARKETS—SWAP FOR
CASH HAS ALREADY PAID OUT IN DIVIDENDS $3,100.00

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 23, 1940
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HOPE

TENANTS HARBOR

I UNION

Joseph McNiel of Attleboro, Mass, j Storer-Collins Post. A. L„ AuxiliI Among recent visitors at the home
was called here last week by the! ary. Boy Scout and Oirl Scout
I cf Mr. and Mrs A. P Allen were 1
Senter Crane Company
ft ft ftft
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Thomas and I
death of his uncle Frank Long. He Troops will attend the special serv**'
fii A ftft<
-4aj
j son Philip of Proctor, Vt., and Mrs j
was
accompanied
by
a
friend
Frank
ices
Sunday
at
10.30
at
the
MethoALENA I* STAKRIHT
MRS LOUISE
«« « «
j Helen Drinkwater and daughter of [
Foley. They are guests of Mr. and ! dist Church. Under sponsorship of
Correspondent
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR
I
Camden.
(Correspondent
Mrs Allison Morris.
the Post impressive Memorial
News Items from all of the Pa
Karl Crawford spent the weekend
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook Day services will be conducted
s ft ft ftft
with his aunt. Mrs. Mildred Dunton
of Somerville, Mass, have arrived at Memorial Day, starting at 10 a. m.
Tel 48
here.
Tel. 27
j Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson. Sr of
with a prayer at the Soldiers' Monu
their summer home.
,
South Orange. N. J., have opened
The Knox County Christian En ment on the Common by Rev. Leo
Thirty members of Good Will thelr camp at Hobbs Pond and will The first rehearsal for the pag
F. Ross, followed by the half mile
Mrs. Jennie Benner is visiting Grange of South Warren accepted .-emam here until fall.
eant, “Children of the Bible ' was deavor Rally was held here Mon march to the Union cemetery where
relatives in Thomaston.
the Invitation to meet Monday with
Mrs Esther Herrick, a surgical held Wednesday night at the Bap day. Miss Agnes Sivewright is
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn and daugh’er Meenahga Grange of Waldoboro [ patient at Camden Community tist Church, in preparation fcr president of the County Union and graves of the Soldiers will be deco
Patricia were weekend guests of and furnish the program. Other j Hospital was given a sunshine box Children's Day. June 9 Children officiated in that capacity in a rated with flags and wreaths, un
IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC
der the direction of the Legion.
friends in Portland.
guests were present; supper was i recently by Thimble Club of Hope of the church school will have part creditable manner.
Mrs. Etta Stimpson of Martins Joining Legionaires in the line of
Pupils of the Mary Cunningham served and a pleasant evening en- Orange in observance of Mrs. Her- in this production which will be
Are You Taking Advantage of These?
School of Dancing go to Bath Fri joyed.
' rick's birthday.
given under the direction of the ville is employed at the home of march will be the Auxiliary and
Boy
and
Girl
Scout
Troops
in
uni

Frank
Barter
during
Mrs.
Barter's
day night to participate in a recital
• • • •
Elwin Mank and family were call- primary department teachers. Miss
Tranquility Grange of Lincoln-1 ers Sunday at the home of Mrs Ella Simmons, Mrs. Avis Norwood illness with an infected foot. Mrs. form.
being given in the Morse High
LADIES’
Barter was at Knox Hospital for
ville will be host Friday night to Roy Beverage.
School auditorium.
and Mrs. Susie Oxton.
Nazarene Church Notes
three days.
Miss Mary Bills has arrived from
A High School Student Council
Mrs. Stanley Bailey returns to the neighboring Granges, Mystic,
A stirring sermon was delivered
Sewell Wagle of Attleboro. Mass.,
; Waltham. Mass. to pass the sum- social will be held Friday night at
day to Philadelphia after spending a Equity and Grand View.
Men's and Boys'
Sunday morning by the pastor.
arrived
here
Saturday,
accompan

•
•
•
•
mer
at
her
home
here.
Pure Silk, Full Fashioned
few days with her mother, Mrs.
7.30 at Glover hall. Soft drinks
The Bible school lesson was on
ied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Peter

Thimble
Club
of
Hope
Grange
will be sold, all proceeds to benefit
Maude Clark Gay
Jeremiah. Birthday candles were
son.
Mr and Mrs Florlan Clark and met thls week t0 tack a qU‘U ’hlCh SPRUCE HEAD
the Student Council.
lighted in honor of Mrs. Edith
The
Willardham
quarry
is
operat

daughter and Mrs Pareie Hassner wil1 ** P®rt °f the neW hOme 8C'
Mr and
Mrs.
Milk
and Mrs. Milledge Randall
Fourteen past matrons and six
Gould. The closing hymn "In The
daughter and^ Mrs. Carrie Hassner cfssQrjes of Mlss Constance Un-1
ing
three
days
a
week.
and daughter Mildred of South past patrons were honored Friday
New Jerusalem" was led in the
of Rockland visited in town Sunday.
Bills.
niece of Miss Mary Bills. Portland were weekend guests of night at a pretty ceremony at the
Mrs Myrtle Taylor has returned singing by a group of "Volunteers"
Mrs. O. G. Barnard, Mrs. Merton coin,
whose wedding takes place June 16. | Mr and Mrs Stanley Simmons.
from
New
York
where
she
passed
Ivy
Chapter.
O.ES.
stated
meeting
of the School.
Benner. Mr. and Mrs. Garland Day
Mr and Mrs. Elbert Burton en planned for Past Matrons and Pa the winter.
The N.YPS topic was "Why
and Miss Mabel Jones attended the Seventy-five members and guests tained
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas trons night. On the program were
The
road
construction
crew
has
Men's Sizes; New Colors;
Does Our Church Maintain Col
Lincoln County meeting of the , of Meenahga Grange of Waldoboro of Oakland over the weekend
Crepes or Fleeces. Pastel Colors
completed
work
and
returned
readings by Mrs. Ralph Wentworth
leges?" leader, Bertha Moody. Spe
Homespun Weave
W.C.T.U. in Aina recently.
’ were present at the meeting Mon
Miss Ethel Holbrook was hostess of Hope, and a group of songs by home.
cial music was a solo with guitar
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wood and day. The entertainment was fur Monday at supper and cards at her
accompaniment by Robert Cun
two sons of Augusta were guests nished by Good Will Grange of home in South Thomaston. Mrs. her son. James Wentworth. Supper Frank Long
ningham. The subject of the eve
preceeded the meeting.
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. James South Warren.
Funeral services were held at the ning message by the pastor was
Other visiting Callie Morrill won high honors at Recent callers on Mrs. Elizabeth
Wood.
church
Sunday
for
Frank
Long,
son
cards
and
also
the
travel
prize.
members were from Evening Star.
••Excuses."
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Beal are Mills and Mr and Mrs. Jesse Mills of the late Joseph and Ann Long
St. Oeorge and Progressive Granges.
The Maine Zone Sunday School
Assembly of Clubwomen
were Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Choate, Rev Newell J. Smith officiated, and
moving
from
White
Head
to
the,..
.
A baked bean supper was served
and Young Peoples Rally will be
The Lincoln County Union of Wo
upstairs
apartment
of
the
Austin
'
^
rs
Amanda
Choat,
Mrs.
Maude
burial was in the family lot in Sea
men's Clubs met Tuesday at the before the program.
Kinney house.
I Cables, Mrs. Nellie Dow and daugh side Cemetery. Bearers were: Irv held May 30 at the Nazarene j
Vat Colors. Pre-shrunk
Church ln Oardiner. This will be 1
New Every Week
ter
Mildred
and
Mrs.
Rebecca
In

Methodist Church, Mrs. Grace Se
Mrs. Floyd Singer and children
ing Cook. Herbert Hawkins. Albert an all day rally with large delega-;
Full Cut, All Firsts
Evening Star Grange of Wash
wall of Wiscasset, president of the ington conferred the first and sec of Manar.a Fog Signal Station are graham all of Rockland.
Slingsby and Orris Holbrook all tions. Banners will be presented
Miss
Doris
Hyler
of
Rockland
was
Union presiding.
brother Odd Fellows, and the to the churches having the largest j
ond degrees on four candidates at visiting Mrs. Fred Batty.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay of the its latest meeting. Mrs. Doris Mil-, Miss Ella Huntting and Miss dinner guest Sunday of Mrs. Eliza- Lodge also attended in a body. number present. Special speakers
|
beth
Mills
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Pretty floral pieces were in evi have been engaged for the day and
hostess club extended a welcome to ler, lecturer, has asked leave of ab-,
;,nydTr _°/.?^on,tca^r' N
dence
at Huntting Lodge for several Mills.
the clubwomen. Mrs. Lillian Nash senoe until September and her J are **
there will be special music at each
Mrs. William Barrett sustained a
Mr. Long had been in ill health service.
of the Newcastle-Damariscotta Club place will be filled by Mrs Clara days.
Capt.
and
Mrs
Leland
Mortor
re

the
past
few
years,
gradually
fail

broken
left
wrist
in
a
fall
while
responding.
Overlock.
Plans are underway for the chilturned Sunday to New York after working in her flower garden re ing until the end came He was a I dreivs'0 nroerron' which will be
Rev. Henry Webb of Wiscasset,
familiar
figure
along
the
streets
of
j™
% prOgraln
a
week's
visit
at
Tide-Over
their
cently.
80 Square Percales, 1 to 14
Boys’ and Men's; Navy, Brown
chairman of the Lincoln County
The third and fourth degrees
Ralph Norwood has bought the this village for many years past and
Chapter of the Red Cross made an were conferred on lour candidates summer home
Next Sunday worship will be at
Mr and Mrs. William Gilbert of property at Hinckley Corner, occu- will be missed by associates, and all 10 o'clock; Bible School, 11.15; i
appeal for support in the coming at tlie meeting of Weymouth
Grange of Thomaston Monday Medfield. Mass.. Mrs. Estelle Perry, pied by the William Ring family. who knew and saw him around town N.YPS, 6; evening service at 7.1
drive for funds.
a?d. _^f!,.S? , .. .^^£..^pened 1 and owned by Everett Cunningham practically every day, as long as Mrs Helen Cramer will present
Mrs. Alice McGouldrick. secretary night, following a harvest supper.,..
He expects to move in, in the fall. health permitted. He had lived the N.YPS topic "Youth Paces
of the Maine Public Health Asso Mrs. Dora Copeland read a poem. ' lf,r cot',a?J f°L,theu ?rml^er' u
since the death of his mother the Future.”
Faulkingham
Callers Tuesday at the home of alone
ciation was the guest speaker and and a quartet composed of Miss I **, and. Mtre.
several years ago.
Mildred
Keene
of
Warren
Mrs
I
of
,
Bak
w]^
and
,
,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E
B.
Clark
and
Mrs.
Prayer meeting tonight will be
told of the work done by the asso
He is survived by a nephew,
Ruby Allen of Rockland. Miss Betty
°f
1
7.30. following which the Sun
ciation.
Fales and Foster Fales. entertained I MaRBIJ Light Station were cahers William Barrett were Mrs. Wilbur Joseph McNiel of Attleboro. Mass , at
day School cabinet meets.
Colby and grandson of Belfast. Miss and several cousins.
Luncheon was served in the
A Memorial Day recemly on
and
Alma Colby and John Noonan of
church vestry by the Homemaker's after the meeting,
program will be presented next Batty
Society.
WASHINGTON
Miss June Mann who has been ill Brockton. Mass.
RAZORVILLE
Monday
night.
Advertisements ln this culumn no,
The afternoon session was opened
is making satisfactorv recovery. Mr , On the committee Friday for the
P A. Crooker of New York was at to exceed three line* Inserted once fo>
George Finley recently added
by the singing of "America.' Mrs.
and Mrs. Mann were called’ back supper proceeding the meeting of
cents, three time* for 50 cents Ad
J™ °Vfr
weekend 25
dltlonel llnee fire cento each for ont
Orace Pease of Wiscasset at the DEER ISLE
from Great Duck Island light sta- ’he Crescent Temple. P S„ will be 1500 new chicks to hls already bulg- I
SMALL whie skin found adrift ln
time. 10 cents for three times. Fin Mus-el Hl<Ue Channel
Ower phone
lng
houses.
Some
of
the
January
piano Mrs. Louise Miller sang. "In
i •'^rs Abbie Stickney and Mrs. ElizaMrs. Alberta Reed of Marblehead. tion to be with their daughter.
smell words to e line
Rockland 58-12 and prove property
hatch
are
now
laying
at
not
quite
------------------beth Thomas.
the Garden of Tomorrow
and Mass. Elwyn G Sylvester Of
61 63
months.
._ .
.......
"Sing Me to Sleep” being accom Charleston. Mo., and Dorothy Syl NORTH BURKETTVILLE «** L clark French wUI have four
Mrs Rosa Smalley is at her I ^k" ™ .
?
panied on the piano by Mrs. Alice vester of Newton. Mass., are at
Mrs. Gladys Turner and two chil- as topic Sunday corning at the
Damariscotta were at the Inn Sun
McGouldrick.
dren are at their home here for the Con8regational Church "The Char- home, having been in Union dur day.
1 4
Edgewood Farm.
1 acter as the Sum of Human Effort." ing the winter.
Oliver Hall, State Librarian was Walter E. Scott Jr., motored hero summer,
I »
Miss Prances A. Crooker has com
George
Jones
is
visiting
his
The
evening
worship
fill
be
at
7.
the speaker of the afternoon and from New York City to spend a few
W
Mr and Mrs. Willard Ireland enpleted
her
school
year
in
Jefferson
father.
Perley
Jones.
presented in a most delightful man davs this week with his mother Mrs.1 tertained Newport relaUves Sun- Church school will meet at 9.30.
BRONZE turkey eggs for sale. 25c for
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
and
is
now
substituting
at
Sand
Mrs.
Blanche
Johnson
ls
spend
"Tekel-Tragedy of the Night'
ner a resume of famous Maine au Katheryn M. Scott.
May and June C H WALES. Cushlne celled for and delivered T J cTEMday.
60*62
,
INO
1» Blech »t. Tel 212 WK
61-W
ing
the
week
in
Milo
with
Mr.
and
I
HiU
School.
Somerville.
Tel
Thomaiton
1M-41
thors and poets.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dunham are
Mr. and Mrs Aubert Leigher. i■ he the title of the sermon SunMrs. Nellie Crooker and daughter
CABBAGE, tomatoes, peppers, panEXPERIENCED leg and top premier*
preparljiv the Shepard cottage for 1 daughter Muriel. Mrs. Blanche day morning at the Baptist Church. Mrs. Bertram Hayward
Mrs. Edith Overlock of Washing- Prances attended the recent dis- ales tuberows begonias snd annual of mens pants wanted good pay. steady
OLD VILLAGE CEMETERY
occup»nc".
i Leigher and Mrs. Edith Light of' At the evening service, a special
plants ready to flower STILES, road- work
Apply K ad M MEG CO KS
The annual dues of the Old Vil
Merton Eaton is making exten- I Washington motored Sunday to Memorial Day sermon named. 'The ton was a recent visitor at Mrs. trict meetings held In Waldoboro side stand, opposite Oakland Park 61*63 Middle 8t. Fortland Me
and Coopers Mills. Miss Crooker ls
lage Cemetery Association are now- sive repairs on the Dickinson cot- Rutland and Camden
j Gospel For a Warring World," will Maud Howard s
electric refrigerator for sale.
GIRL or w imin wanted for general
Mrs. Alice Ware Ls in Boston vice grand in Waldoboro Rebekah 7 ORUNO
payable to Mrs. Laura Poland.
I Mr. and Mrs. Percy Winchester be delivered, members of the E. A.
cu ft. capacity, at a bargain Cabinet houie work Four In famliy electric
who recently lost their home by fire. Starrett Auxiliary. S. U. V.. are in- this week and will go from there Lodge.
Friendship.
like new Some mechanical repairs washer
Write W care Courler-Oaneeded
MRS ROLAND WARE 41 zette
62'1:
I have bought the Joseph Light farm vited. The Auxiliary will meet at to New York to visit Mrs. Mertie
All members and those that are
Lillian Sylvester
p a . Crooker of New York arrived Knox
60 62 *--------St..
Thomaston
Mrs. Lillian Sylvester, wife of < and have moved there. Mr. Win- the church at 7.45. A ranking at Na Ir.galls who is well remembered | in town Saturday for a short stay
interested please respond as quickly
MAN wuh good reputation wanteu ro
LIVE smelts tor sale, caught ef. Me lexni tvslnras: must be ready to start
as possible, as funds are needed Fred L. Sylvester died Friday night, Chester's aunt and uncle of Madi- tional Headquarters is made on the here.
at the home of his mother. Mrs guntlcook
Lake. E OOIQt. Rockport at once
Apnly at Rockland He el
Friends here of Mr
dith i Ken- Nellie Crooker.
badly for the upkeep of the ceme in the Bluehill Hospital of an acute Ison spent the weekend with them, attendance
Church school will
____________________________________ 60*62 Thursday. 1-1 30 p m only, ask for
heart trouble. Mrs. Sylvester was
Henry Turner has returned to meet at 9.45
Jhedy) Hewitt of Sc»..iville were| Mr and Mrs. Donald Cunning
FRANK BRIOOe
61-tf
tery.
TR SILER for sale, with bar and htt-n
born 59 years ago in Stonington. Bangor after a two-weeks' vacation
Mrs. Abbie Stevens.
Several chagnes will be made be grieved to learn of her death Sat ham were in East Palermo Monday 101 GAY ST . Cltv.
EDCPERTENCED chambermaid want
62*tt
ed If not e'oe-’enced dO not
Secretary. daughter of the late Sullivan and 1at hls home Jiere Recent dinner ginning June 2, at the Baptut urday.
as business visitors at Isaac Quigg's
90 62
WHITE Spitz puppies for tale, rea Write "O C ." Warren. Me
Amanda Greene.
Harold Pitman was a Bangor home
and'VrV^^neT^ri* m- ChUrch' the
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sonable prices. 26 HOLMES ST . City
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___________________________
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Arthur Turner of Liberty was a
vived by five children. Elwyn.
Mrs. Odell Bowes Is at Maud business
HOUSE for sale In Warren, ln good
Mr and Mrs Edward Grinnell at
following the morning servvisitor here Tuesday
AMATEUR Artist?--Compete for F*ee
Dorothy Arlene. Norma and Neva; ;
Howard's for a few days.
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LibWrite
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Day
All
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! Recent luncheon guests of Raymade Order by May 28 Tel D(««.
Brings Happy Relief
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland Jones were vis!tors Sunday at the quets
673-W DELIA YORK
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M.ny sufferers tell™ oWn« bethel Eunice Glidden. Irene Whittier.;
1
Loa fWtes ar- 'chel Emerson and Mrs. Edwin of Camden were visitors Sunday at home of William Prescott
ROOMS to let at IS Orove St. T»1
ICE-box (White Mountain) for sale; 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS
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also truck, stake body 4x9 ft
60*62
night., .welling, puffineM under the eyes, bead- metic.
All holidays have been obGail were weekend guests nual meeting of the Oxford County Wentworth were business callers he the work of children with original price 4125. now 430 KENNETH
TWO furnished rooms for light
matches.
KNTGHT Rockport.
61*86
«A«e end dixxiBtofc Freuuwit or ecaetyp—- served with appropriate programs. , f Mr. A, p -nirtrAv and Uol.r, Literary Union held Monday in Tuesday at Morse's.
„
,
,
„ . „
housekeeping to let. suitable for one
Childrens Crusade was carried’°f
M F Dlcke> and Helen Rumford. One of the speakers was
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Hall and
The Hill and Valley Boys' 4-H
BABY carriage for sale, good condl- or two per ons 14 BROAD ST
61*63
McCobb
Frank C. Dickey and
Malcolm Phillips were callers Tues- Club met Friday at Uie home of tion May be se-n at 24 Fulton S
Robert
P
Tristram
Coffin
of
Bruns

kidney* or Madder.
. j out by drawings, poems and songs.
MODERN apan ment to let. five rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cavanaugh
MRS
ROBBINS
62*lt
The teacher Miss Frances Crooker. of New York city who have been wick, who also read several of his day on Mr and Mrs John Jackson Rodney Boynton. Visitors ppesent
and bath. 109 Park 8 H HALL 61*63
TWO commandrv uniforms for sale
were Norma, Lois. Eleanor Boynton,
>eur.. They give happy relief and will help it.' presented
a Maybasket to each visitors at the Melvin Dickey home, own compositions. Mrs. Simmons tn South Montville.
TO let on Orient st. six-room un27 Fulton St. TEL 599-M
61-63
15 mile, of kidney tube, flush out noiso**—Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ludwig * ere Mabel Jones and David Sidelinger
—
furnished apartment with bath; threeand Mrs. Overlock were luncheon
pupil.
waste from your blood. Get Doan*. Puls.
returned Tuesday.
SlX-room
cottage
at
Coopers
Beach
room
unfurnished apartment wi ll
guests Sunday of Mrs Ludwig'* par- Refreshments were furnished by the for sale or to let for season. Ilgb s. Are bath; five
guests of Mrs Edward Warner.
room, partially furnished,
ents
in
Lincolnville.
club
leader
and
served
by
Mrs
place,
water.
TEL.
178
R.
55
Masonic
j
w
;th
flush;
rent reasonable to reliable
Raychel Emerson will sing tonight
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Valorus
Edgecomb
Boynton,
mother
of
the
host
St.
61-63
tenants
L
A THURSTON Tel 1159
in the flrst concert to be given at
CO-92
The trustees of Gibbs Free LibraHOME of late Albion Palmer for sale,
the Maine Federation of Music and daughter Arlene were visitors
at the Albert Pease home, ry met May 14 at the home of the 10 Jefferson St. fruit trees and garden
THREE room furnished apartment to
Clubs in Gardiner, her selection an Saturday
soot
Inquire OSMOND PALMER 12 let
MRS MADDOCKS. upper Camden
Mrs Helen Pease and daughter Er- chairman Mrs. Harriet Jones and
61-tf St. Tel 271-J
aria from the opera Aida, her ac nestine were supper guests Wed - organized thus: President, Mrs Knox St
60-62
NEW milch cow for sale, fottr vears
companist, Mrs. Faith Berry of ntsday of Mr. and Mrs. Pease.
APARTMENT
to let furnished end
Jones; vice president Mildred Tur- old. also pan urage for young stock heated at 14 MASONIC
8T________ 60*62
Rockland. Miss Emerson will be
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Pierce of her; secretary, Clara Overlock' E E KEIZER 400 Upper Pleasant St
FTVE-room tenement to let; 412
among the representatives from the Friendship visited Sunday at Mr treasurer, Esther L Peabody; Louise City
60-62
—
month
10 FULTON ST. Tel 1017-J
Rubinstein Club of Rockland Mrs. and Mrs. Al Wellman's.
TOY puppies for sole. Pom end Pekes;
Linscott, librarian. Several busiSB-U
price reasonable
42 Fulton St. Tel
Emerson will also attend this con
Russell Bartlett and Robert Oreg- ness matter were discussed as to 960-R
FURNISHED apt
1
to
let. available
60 62
IN ONE
cert.
May
1
Oarage
MRS
ory
were
callers
Tuesday
at
Willard
improvement
of
the
library,
loan
of
A
C
JONES
5
two GOOO ou«
HOUSE for oale at Lincolnville Beach Talbot Ave..
‘
Tel 576.
52 tf
Wentworth's.
books, collecting fines etc., and the Route
MOIf IIZI AND ROOM —MODI ROWIR — THAN ANY OT TNI
1.
9
rooms,
bath,
hot
we'er
heat

on
THREE-room apt comfortably fur
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Hall and selection of books in the near fu- er. lights artesian well. Areplace. sunSOUTH WARREN
"OTHER THREE" . . . RlUt PROVED ECONOMY THAT WIU AMAZE YOU
parlor. garage
FRANK B FRENCH nished. with toilet. Inquire 12 Knox St
Mrs. Grace Clark of Thomaston thelr weekend guests vb ted Sunday ture.
TEL
156-W
41-tf
Tel 886-R. City
61-tf
was a visitor Sunday at A. W De- at Mr. and Mrs. Wulard Went1935 CHEVROLET four door sedan „,FURNSH1:9 »P«rtment to let at 17
'f0'"
Cot
muth's.
for sale. In flne condition: owned and warren St Apply to 11 JAMBS ST.
driven by woman Tel SOl^J_____ 61-63 [____________________________________ 80 tf
Mr and Mrs. Earl Miller and *CaJlers at Willow Brook recently I
have
been.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lou
TifMrs
Nettie
Young
is
ill
at
the
HARDWARE store for sale or to let.
14-FT sea sled outboard motor brat
children Granville and Tessie spent
12 h p Indian motor, complete with fixtures, shelves etc F M TIB
the weekend at Percy Lermond s fany and friends, Mr. and Mrs home of her sister, Mrs. L B Ulmer wtth
BETTS,
18 Washington St . Camden.
DUNN
&
ELLIOT
CO
.
Thomaston
60-92
Willard Tiffany. Mrs. Harriet Wiley
Mrs Lenata Marshall of T»nrt
in Jefferson.
and Mrs. Laura Osborne. Mr and
-Marshall of Port
PIGS for aele. Chester Whites, 6 weeks
Mrs. Mabel Sherman of Rockland Mrs W. L. Bowden of Camden, CTjde and Portland d‘ned Sunday old:
FURNISHED three room apartment
45.
EARL SPROWL. Appleton
Never before, in a single year,
was a recent caller at the W. K Mrs Grace Smith and Mrs Ida w'th Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Maloney. Ridge______________________________ 60'62 with bath to let 43 50 week V F
STUDLEY. 77 Park St. Tel. 330 or 1154
Jordan
home.
have so many regular buyers
DARK loam for sale. 42 load del ln ________________
Mrs. Evelyn Lufkin has returned Rockland
62 U
Mr and iMrs John Andrews of Coose of Belfast and Northport,
and Thomasron
For flowers
FOUR-room apartment to let. al>
of the ''other three” lowest
lawns
WILLIAM ANDERSON
Rockport and Mr. and Mr.s. Ralph
10 the home of her mother, Mrs. and
modern.
Apply
at
Oamden
and
Rock
West Meadow Rd . Tel 23-W
57-68
Pease also called and deliv__ „
Stevens of Waldoboro were callers Annie
priced cars changed over to
land Watei Co . TEL 634
53-tf
ered a beautiful basket of fruit James Seavey, after a weeks visit
BIRD houses, flower trellises garden
Sunday at Mrs. Rose Marshall's.
FURNISHED rooms to let
dealr
the new Hudson Six!
fencing
tor
sale
big
assortment
to
pick
which
was
given
Mrs.
Perry
by
the
with
frie
hds
in
Rockland,
Elmer Fulton, manager of the
MRS A. C. JONES. 4
or build to your order RAYES able location
Carrie Geyer visited Sunday with from,
Talbot Ava.. Tel 576
129-0
WOODCRAFT SHOP. 14 Prescott St
State Farm, is conducting exten members of the Square Circle Club
Any comparison of size,
57-62
to
’
[
U1
h*
pleased
Mrs.
Sarah
Seavey
and
Mrs
Alonzo
sive farming operations in this and
to know that she ts improving o—v„v
room, luxury, performance
RELIABLE seeds of all kinds at the
neighboring towns.
somewhat and is now able to be up oeavey
oldest seed store In the city C C TIB
will tell you why . , . will
BETTS.
288 Main St. opposite Hotel
a short time each day.
J. J. Fales Is much Improved ln
Rockland
59-tf
show you a long list of moreA party was given Saturday night health,
FERTILIZER, bone meal, sheep man
by Malcolm Phillips for a group of
for - your - money features
ure, nitrate of soda, same brands as I
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
friends. Those present were Bertha
sold past years Delivery service dependable hauling waste ard asbea
VINALHAVEN AND
The first anti-slavery society in have
found only in Hudson.
LOWER PRICES . ..STARTING AT
V L PACKARD. 45 Granite St . Tel ARTHUR ADOI.PHSEN Tel 1..49 14-tf
Start, Ruth Heal, Alton Horton.
55-tf
Nina Start, Albert Horton, Jr.. Hll- America was founded in the year 347 M
for Coupe, delivered io De
MALE INSTRUCTION
We war., to
ROCKLAND
We invite you to drive a
CALVIN L BRAOG & SONS
New hear from reliable men. now employed,
troit, including Federal taxes,
ton Start, Harold Arnold, Harriet 1774, by James Pemberton and Dr. and
used
automobile
parts
for
sale
with
foresight,
fair
education
and me
not
including
state
and
local
STEAMBOAT CO.
new Hudson over a route you
tor.h’Vhm. A«,n01?' Jaumes Went- Benjamin Rush
TEL 135-11, Waldoboro.
59*70 chanical Inclinations, willing to train
taxes, if any. Low time pay
worth,
Phillip
Wentworth,
Ida
Oau'
.pare
time
at
home
and
later
our
ROCKLAND, ME.
travel every day ... and make
ment terms. Prices subject to
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. 410; shop, to become Installation andIn serv
teson of Camden. Norman Miller,
Junks. 410; dry soft wood, slabs kin Ice experts on all types Air Condition
change without notice.
this direct comparison with
dling: dry pine boards under cover T ing and Electric Refrigeration equip
Arthur Bryant, Dorothy Hardy,
Service To:
PRICE INCLUDES Patented Double-Safe Brakes—if hydraulics ever
J. CARROLL. East Warren. Tel Rock ment
your present car, or any other.
Doris Carver of Lincolnville, Lloyd
Write fully giving age. present
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
fail (any hydraulics
through leakagedue to accident or neglect),
land 263-21.
53-tf occupation Utilities Institute. "U I.”
MacFarland, Katherine Olaentzel,
just push farther on regular brake pedal and stop; Dash-Locking
You’ll discover many more
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
care
The
Courler-Oaze te.
62*64
410
and
up;
COOK stoves for sale,
and Carroll Frost of Camden. The
Safety Hood, hinged at front; Handy Shift at steering wheel; New
-----------3N
all kinds of heaters C E GROTTO
Island and Frenchboro
PERMANENT waves for white hair by
reasons why Hudson’s 1940
Cushion-Action Door Latches; AIRFOAM SEAT CUSHIONS
evening was spent in games and
138 Camden St . Tel 1091-W
.41 tf remote control, 45 to 47
Other per
(small extra cost in Hudson Six closed models, standard in all
refreshments were served.
sales gain is one of the fastest
BRECKS tested seeds for sale H H manence. 43 up. AL'S HAIRDRESSING
other Hudsons). And at small extra cost; Overdrive and WeatherSPRING SERVICE
Kathleen
Brown
and
May
Quinn
CRIE CO . 238 Main St.. Rockland 45-tf SALON. 286 Main street. Tel 826. City
in the company’s history.
Master Fresh Air and Heat Control.
55 65
Effective May 20
of Camdn were callers Sunday at Registered number 17645
D. & H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
MEN! WOMEN! WANT VIM? Take raw
per ton, del Household soft coal
A I. Perry's. TTiey were accom
Subject to change without notice
will stand for service of 414.50
48 per ton, del Nut sire New River soft, oyster concentrates, stimulants and
panied by Mrs. Ogier also of Cam
screened 49 ton del.; screened. 410 other tonics ln OSTREX tablets to pep
HUDSON OFFERS TODAY'S WIDEST CHOICE OF FINE AUTOMOBILES ... In Every Popular Price Class
den.
stud at Rose Hill Farm, not
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash up body. Often needed after 40—by
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
bodies lacking Iron, calcium, phos
tickets.
B.pinnine Wilk Me lowest. Sixes or Eights ... Ivory Popular Body Typo .. . Extra Wido Rango of Colors ond
Read Down
Read Co
Owls Head, Maine. For St.. Tel.M.487B. A C O PERRY, 519 Malt
53-tf phorus. Iodine. Vitamin BI. Get 35c
Upholstery. Whot.vor Price You Pion to Pay, Soo Your Hudson Doalor For MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M.
size today. Call, write C. H MOOR A
HARD wood per foot, fitted. 4125 CO., and all other good drug stores.
information and appoint
Don’t Suffer
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.15
Sawed. 4115. long. 41 05. M. B. A C O.
53*65
PERRY.
Tel. 487 .
53-tf
ment
call
Rockland
292-R
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.25
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
^With
Corns
/,
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 4.15
paired. called for and delivered Tel.
Horses ere coming beck. Teste
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.30 Try Hanson's Magic Corn Salvo, 15 cants at heve
The State of Ohio contains more 205 H H CRIE CO.. 328 Main St 53-tf
shown that horse power on
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
WASTE and ashes removed reason
Lv. 2.15
the farm ls one-third cheaper than
cities of over 5,000 population than able
all drug stores or direct from W. T. Hanson
rates, dependable service. STAN
tractors.
61-tf
118 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
_
TELEPHONE 1178
HALL.
Tel 311 or call at Hall'e service
53-65
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., on receipt of price.
any other state in the Union.
station, Main and Winter eta.
53-tf

WALDOBORO.«
Means

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

WARREN

lJAltbAINS

SILK HOSIERY
59c

59c and 69c

TOPPER COATS

SLACK SUITS

$2.98

$3.50

SILK DRESSES

SHORTS, SHIRTS

$1.98 and $2.88

15c and 19c

GIRLS’ DRESSES

SNEAKERS

49c

69c

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

DUNGAREES

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

TO LET

A Low Rice Buys

More in this

New HUDSON

PUSHING

H*******««.***g,
! MISCELLANEOUS '
. .............................. 1

$670

Belgian Stallion
Bell Boy

BOYNTON OIL & MOTOR CO.
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Every-Other-Day

men each year at a base in New
procured and was devoting the
York and have arrangements with
greater part of his time to filling the
the Coast Guard for training offi
many printing Jobs which he had
cers. To avoid the necessity of put
gleaned from the local merchants.
Tells
Propeller
Club
of
A Neighbor Who
At Mr. Lane’s appearance in town,
ting on a Navy crew during war
Worked With Him Re the printing press was temporarily
MRS OSCAR C LANE
Portland What the
time. American Merchant Marine
officers are being trained by the
Correspondent
calls Interesting Incidents abandoned and Mr. Merrithew
Maritime
Commission
again gave hls attention to photog
Navy Department."
Is Accomplishing
In the passing of Will Merrithew, i raphy. I was sore afraid that we
Miss Muriel Chilles returned
get much photographic
Tuesday from Portland, where she Vinalhaven has lost the man who. wouldn't
The Merchant Marine coming in MINTURN
attended the Kenniston-Tiffany in days gone by, was considered one work while Lane was in town for
Miss Lunette Stanley and friend
the
new
"aristo
platino
”
pictures
to
being under the direction of the
wedding Sunday.
of Philadelphia are visiting Mrs. j
of the town's most talented citizens.
Miss Emily Winslow returned Being intensely interested in all were certainly beautiful, and be Maritime Commission is designed to Clara Sprague.
sides this he gave a handsomely meet every need for both commer
Tuesday from Providence.
new and unusual mechanical de
Mr. and Mrs. George Talnter of
Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas recently vices. electrical or otherwise, he colored photograph with each or cial and national defense purposes. Swan's
Island are occupying the
returned from a business trip to was never content until he had puz der of a dozen pictures. But will Commissioner E. C. Moran, Jr., told Calvin Stanley rent.
seemed happy and confident and members of the Propeller Club of
Augusta.
Mrs. Nettie Tinker, Edith Tinker
Dr. and Mrs F P Brown of zled out the inner workings of the I wondered what he had for a plan. Portland at a luncheon yesterday
Rcckland are visiting Mr. and Mrs contraption and either procured or I did not have to wait very long to in connection with the observance of and Virginia Tinker who spent the!
constructed one for himself through find out, for soon he was busy with
winter ln Thomaston, arrived home
Preeman A Brown.
National Maritime Day.
The Knit-Wits, met Tuesday his own ingenuity.
paint pot and brush making posters The operators, the builders and Tuesday.
About 1860 he took up the study which were headed bv the caption—
Mrs. Cassie Scott recently spent
night with Mrs Barbara Nutting.
the Government are co-operating to
Mrs Edith Vina.‘ and guest Mrs of photography, under the tutelage
a few days ln Stonington.
the
fullest
extent
to
meet
the
alms
Mrs. F. N. Johnson and Mrs j
Mary Daniels cf Boston, visited of William V. Lane, veteran and
of the act which placed the Mari
tit BY DAY it the MERRITHEW
expert photographer, and for years
Elizabeth Day passed Saturday with
Monday in North Haven
time Commission in operation. Mo Mrs. Myrtle Staples.
Mrs Mary L. Arey, who passed thereafter conducted a Dhotographic
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
ran declared.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Bridges, i
the winter with her daughter Mrs. J studio near the corner of Main and
No ships were built for this Juliette Bridges and Mr. and Mr.s.
Elliott Hall In Springfield. N. J. re High streets. Through his photoCountry
for
20
years
before
the
Vincent Bridges went Friday to
turned heme Monday.
graohic work and many avocations.
The poster went on to announce
Mrs. Jennie Smith of Rockland Wills life could never have been that "Bill the Face Maker' (as he Maritime Commission came along.' Belfast.
he
said.
“
Today
we
are
ahead
ot
Harry Stockbridge and son Paul.
was guest of her son, L. C. Smith monotonous, for when not making called himself) would, for the dura
over the weekend.
photographs he was generally ab tion of the flrst three days of the our program of 50 ships a year, for spent Saturday in Bangor.
the
entire
150
ships
planned
for
the
Mr. and Mrs Fred Turner, Jr.. I
The movie " Safari in Africa'" to sorbed in one of his hobbies. In following week, photograph any
have been sponsored by the Lions his heyday he was one of the mast baby in town and present the past two years and this year either and son Kenneth were weekend visi- •
are on the water or on the ways in tors in Stonington.
Club at Union Church Thursday interesting characters I ever knew
mother with one photograph of her our shipyards."
8herman Joyce and Maida Joyce i
has been postponed.
and I envied him for his Ingenuity. child, absolutely free of charge.
"The shipbuilders are doing a of Atlantic passed Sunday with |
Mrs. Oeorge Poole and daughter
One of the many amusing inci
Commencing
at
about
8
o'clock
on
Eleanor of Yarmouth, were over dents in his career, in which I took
swell Job,” Mr. Moran declared. "The Mr and (Mrs Alden Stanley.
night guests Tuesday of Mrs. Ola part, happened during the time that the following Monday morning, Red Jacket, which recently made a
there
began
a
steady
stream
of
baby
Ames
his former tutor W. V. Lane made carriages heading for the Merrithew run up the Maine coast, has es SEARSMONT
Lee Shore Country Club kept open
tablished a new record on her first
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Sherman and
house Sunday, complimenting the his appearance for a two weeks' Studio, they came from all points round trip to South America both
professional
visit
Introducing
the
of the compass, containing babies for speed and for economy of opera Mre. Tena Salisbury, all of Cam
citizens of the town for their past
den. were recent callers on Mr. and
patronage. A large number at new "aristo platino' or dull finish of all sizes, other children were be tion."
tended the tea, served from 3 to 8 photograph, which at that time was ing carried in arms or dragged along "Our ships are not being built Mrs L H. Salisbury.
Mrs Mary Collins, who has been
o'.-lock Tlie place has been re the very latest thing in photography. by excited mothers who breathless Just to have a flock of ships." he
cently renovated and the rooms are Mr Merrithew was still making the and excited with hats askew, were said, "and we are not going to have vaiting ln Rockland, has returned
home.
very attractive. Mrs. L Eva Sum old fashioned high gloss silver pho anxiously intent on being among
Mr and Mrs. C. C. Pineo of Mon
tographs and with the advent of the flrst to have their babies' pic to wonder what becomes of them ln
mers is proprietress.
Mrs Annie Beverage has returned Mr. Lane it looked very much as tures "took.'' The babies ranged the future. Each ship is built for treal were at their summer home1
to Nortli Haven, having been gues. though business in the Merrithew from infants up to those who were the needs of a definite route on here Saturday
Miss Alice Higgins of Newton
of her brother Freeman Leadbetter Studio would be extremely dull babies only ln the eyes of their which lt will be placed as soon as
it is delivered to the operator, and Center, Mass., was weekend guest I
Miss Evelyn Dunlap, who recently during Lane's visit.
mother, some of the boys being al this ls the reason for constructing of her parents. Mr and Mrs Samuel!
I was in the employ of Mr. Mer most ready to sprout whiskers, but
Higgins. Adelbert Higgins, who Is I
rithew at that time, in setting type Will photographed them all and several types of ships under our e’nnirved at * Whltneyvllle. and
New Vndtr-arm
.or the new hand-operated printing gave each mother one of the pic program.
’When things settle down. If they friend also visited at the Higgins
Cream Deodorant press which he had but ’recently tures.
ever do. we will have a fleet of fast, home over the weekend.
Will was especially skilled in pos efficient ships which will compare
Miss Lily HUI of Newton Center.
safely
underwent an appendicitis opera ing hls subjects and practically all favorably with any other Merchant Mass , visited at the home of her
parents, Mr and Mrs Peter Hill,
at Knox Hospital, returned of the mothers were so pleased with Marine.
Stops Perspiration tion
past weekend.
Monday. She was accompanied by the photographs of their children
"The present emergency makes the
Mrs Ethel Brann, her son, and
that they promptly ordered a dozen for some difficulty for us. as Con
her aunt, Mrs Harry Young.
Mrs. Florence Gross is visiting her more at the rtgular price of $3.59. gress has ordered our ships out of her daughter, all of China, called
and '’Bill the Pacemaker'' was a the danger zones." he said. "Of the on their aunt. Mrs Francella
son Dr Leroy Orcss of Auburn.
,,
,
_ , .
.
Moody, and their uncle. True P.
Union Church Circle will serve very busy man during tire following 88 ships
taken off their regular runs M<xxJy Sunday Mr and Mrs. Will
supper in the vestry tonight at 5 30 two weeks in filling the orders. as a result of observance of the neu
Mrs Maude Mills was given a Shortly after this the Merrithew trallty law. not one is unprofitably Ward and son ot China were also
recent callers at the Moody home
birthday surprise Monday night at studio was making "aristo platino' employed at the present time'
Mr and Mre William Meader and
her heme by a party of friends and photographs of which any photog
We realize that 30 percent of son of Richmond visited Sunday
neighbors. Cards featured the eve rapher might be Justly proud.
the Navy's efficiency depends on the with Rev and Mrs. C. H. Bryant.
ning's entertainment and lunch
Being intimately acquainted with
Mrs. Bruce Smith of Turner was
1. Does not rot dresses, does
was served. Mrs. Mills received Will Merrithew. I believe his life Merchant Marine and consequently,
not irriiate skin.
many beautiful gifts. Those pres was generally a happy one although the plans for each ship are given a recent business caller here
M.- < s Aur.e Hill and Ilja H.’.i ci
2. Nowaiiingtodry.Canbeused
ent were: Eva Billings. Ruth Bill the death of hls 9-year-old daughter the O. K. of the Navy Department
Rcckland were weekend guests at
righl after shaving.
ings. Effie Anderson. Annie Lane. many years ago—his only child at before they are built.
We also realize that more than the home of their parents, Mr. and
3. Insanity stops perspiration
Bessie Burns, Sophronia Tolman.
for 1 to J days Removes odor
ships are necessary and we are pro Mrs Peter Hill.
Nina Ewell. Maude Davis. Beatrice
Mrs. Sabra Baker of Stockton
from perspiration.
viding for training of personnel to
Ewell. Bessie Morton, Ellen Amiro.
4. Apure.white.greaseless,stain
man our fleet. We are training 3.090 Springs called on friends litre re
Evelyn Young. Minnie Chilles, Ma
cently.
less vanishing cream.
bel Dunlap. Jennie Tolman. Mary
Alfred P Shepard and son Ken
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Chilles, EJen Pears.
that time—was a severe blow.
neth visited Sunday with friends in
Approval Seal of (he American
Mrs. Ernest Clayter and Mrs
Why luffer month after month—
He was a pioneer in many of our Appleton.
Institute of Laundering for
Woodrow Bunker visited Saturday
try Lydia
Plnkham'a Vegetable
Kenneth Blake and Laurence
local enterprises and fads, being the
being harmless ro fabrics.
Compound TABLETS to help re
in Fairfield.
lieve periodic pain with Ita nervoui
flrst Vinalhavenite to own an au Blake of Nor.h Union called Sun
25 MILLION jars ol Arrid
moody apeUs. (Thia ls because they
tomobile. flrst to own a phonograph, day on their grandmother, Mrs.
have been aold. Try a Jar today I
Lee Shore Country Club. L. E.
contain a SPECIAL Ingredient to
flrst to generate and operate an Oeorge Davis
Si mmers, proprietress, will serve
relieve female distress, i Pinkham's
Mrs. Ralph Holt and child of Belelectric light, flrst to conduct a local
Tablets ALSO help build red blood
dinner from 5 to 8 p m. on Memo
and thus promote more energy to
telephone exchange: the telephone fat: were visitors Sunday at Mrs.
rial Day Shore Dinner, $1 and
help you combat functional month
At all atore* aril Inc toilet go«
exchange was operated in company Irra Hcwards
$1 25: chicken dinner. $1.25 Make
ly distress. WORTH TRYINOI
a jar
(|o^ aB<| 59,
Frank I. Wilson of Belfast was
with the late Dr O W. Phillips dur
reservations early —adv.
62-1:
ing the years 1895-6, with about 35 a business caller in town Monday.
or 40 subscribers.
rAflF
Mr. Merrithew was a clever ama- rALLL
teur character actor and for mar.y j Harold Philbrook of Castine
years, was a promoter of and head-1 passed a few days here recently,
liner in amateur theatricals.
Wilbert Gove and Earl Brown are
The townslolk. especially the old building a weir. They made a re
timers, will miss “Bill" Merrithew J cent business trip to Sunset,
who was as much a part of VinalMrs Prank Bracey Is visiting
haven as our own granite hills1 relatives while on a vacation,
where he flrst saw the light of day I A crew of men are engaged ln
Sidney L. Winslow ] cutting pulpwood on James Quinn s
Vinalhaven. May 22.
'land.

VINALHAVEN

Moran The Speaker

Will Merrithew

FEMALE FAIN,
X.

ARRID

GET A "CLOSE-UP” OF THE
BIGGEST PACKAGE" IN TOWN
Hurry, Hew
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HOMELAND or
GOLDEN ROSE
fe:-'WT

—- . ...... —---- - . —
PRICES AT ROCKLAND. ROCKPORT AND CAMDEN STORES ONLY

LARD

BUTTER

OLEO

PURE REFINED

BROOKSIDE CREAMERY

MARGARINE

2 ■?. 15c 2■61c 2
BAG

PILLSBURY FLOUR
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

2454 LB.

LGE.
BOTS

( olitrlits Olllv

SMOKED—4 TO 8 LB. AVE.

SLICED—NO RIND

LB.

LB.

MACARONI
& TUNA FISH

MIRABEL PURE

JELLIES

MOXIE

USHT MEAT

CRAPE

2

25'

LGE
PR'CE FOR CONTENTS ONLY £ b'ot's

You can’t buy a better shortening

BLACK RASPBERRY or
CURRANT

2jo«s29c

it

— MARVO —

THE PURE
VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

SAVE SEVERAL PENNIES PER POUND - SAVE
UP TO ioc BY PURCHASING THE 3 LB SIZE

I LB
TIN

PoHcohel and
1

bots

PKG

SPECIAL PRICE THIS WEEK
INCLUDES U.S. GOV'T. TAX

».v.y

5

PENN-RAO MOTOR OIL
ioo-T PURE PENNSYLVANIA

25c

20 oz

15= - s39

LUXURY TEXTURE

Layers PKS 1Ac
Box
EACH 11c

ROLLS

25«

Olde Style New England

White Bread

2-" 17c

Clotheslines £ 23c

755

I i

equipment. Transtation, state and
al taxes (If any),
extra.

C

« •conomiOv,

PHONE 124-W

FOR A SWELL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
SEE YOUR DODGE DEALER TODAY!

DYER'S GARAGE, INC.

PARK STREET

Clicquot Club
SPARKLING WATER (SODA)
IN FULL Si-OUNCE QUARTS AND SMALLER SIZES

PKG

21'

TEN-B-LOW
1
The new delicious
home made icecream

TIN

Easy to prepare.

*1.17

Sponge Cake

NA TIONAL COTTON
WEEK SPECIALS

DUFF’S DEVIL S
FOOD MIX

a QT TIN

SCOT-TISSUE

Mops c.“« ea23c

Well, all your Dodge dealer asks is that you com
pare the big 1940 Luxury Liner, point by point, with
the others. Compare its beauty, its size and roomi
ness, its interiors and gorgeous appointments.
And let’s not forget Economy.
Through the years Dodge has
always been famous for gas and
oil savings, longer life and higher
^DODGE'S
trade-in value.
Do you realize how little this
big 1940 Dodge really co9t9? It’s
priced so close to the smaller
cars that you’ll hardly notice the
difference as you pay! And what’s
more, your present car may very
815
•These are Detroit
likely make the full down-pay
delivered price* and
Include all Federal
ment, balance on easy terms!
taxes and allstandard

19c
27c
25<

ss

CARBONATION

Spring spreading the urge to be out on the open
Nroad,
you’ll soon be comparing motorcar values.

PKGS

BLUE RIBBON MALT ’ »™ 49c
CALIFORNIA 6 oz
TOMATO PASTE Italian Style ™
TIN 5c
I CALO
FOOD
A tins 29c
APPLE 2«23c
OVAL i
BORAX !>kl:15c BORAXO °^15c
3UINCE,C!1 A8APPLE, MINTcr

WHITE
SPRAY

EW-CAR BUYERS, it won’t be long now! With

4
2

THESE FAMOUS JELLIES ARE
WADE ACCORDING TO AN OLD
NEW ENGLAND RECIPE

Pancake Flour

See all the good things Dodge gives you
for almost the price of the smaller cars!

TALL
TINS

MII.I.ItRGOK
ASST FLAVORS

Pancake Syrup

Yes indeed, this is the mixer for marvelous drinks! It
gets its remarkable sparkle and liveliness from bonded
carbonation—Clicquot’s way of regulating carbonation
to assure complete infusion of tiny bubbles.
Put bonded carbonation in your drinks by using
Clicquot Club Sparkling Water (Soda). You'll like its
extra zip! Your dealer can supply you.

SACK

EVANGELINE

TIMBERLAKE

Luxury Liner, ft-Passenger, 2-Door Sedan Sbl5, delivered in Detroit.*

99c
$1.01

2454 LB. SACK

I.B.
BAG

2

1940 Dodge

71c

SUGAR “$5.20 10“ 53c
EVAP MILK
4 26c
TONIC
4 29c
14c BACON
21c
SHOULDERS

Car Buyers! Your Dodge Dealer Has

makes it mix
like a million

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
24 S LB. BAG

FLOUR =75c

1

the "Hottest” Money-Saving News in Years!

20c

23c

- FRESH COFFEES ■

• LB 27c
RICHMOND AT A POPULAR PRICE J BAGS
JOHN ALDEN AN OLD FAVORITE
£& 33c
> lb 35c
KYBO A BLEND OF SEVERAL COFFEES 2 BAGS
iLB
f
ADI
CV
VACUUM PACKED
LUrLbl A BLEND OF UNUSUAL STRENGTH TIN
23c

S? nmT~‘VumBus gg
?,EpLE° BANANAS
4" 23c
LARGE BUNCU

WINESAP TABLE

APPLES

4 lbs 25c ASPARAGUSbch23c

.CALIFORNIA MEDIU5I SIZE

FRESH

doz 29c CARROTS 2 bchs
GREEN BEANS 2 lbs
LEMONS
doz 29c NATIVE
ICEBERG
RHUBARB 3 lbs
LETTUCE 2hds17c FRESH, CRISP
GREEN PEAS 3 lbs 25c SPINACH 3 lbs

ORANGES

CALIFORNIA SVNRIST

13c
19c
15c
15c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

j

I
Every-Other-Day
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WILL STAR IN C. H. S. FOLLIES

He Is Re-elected

Two-Fisted Boxers
The excellent bouts fought at the
Park Street Arena last Friday night
whetted the appetites of the fans
for some more hot stuff. and that's
what the management plans to give
them tomorrow night.

—Lamb Toastmaster
Eight members of the Rockland ’
Kiwanls Club treked to Pittsfield to
attend the charter night exercises of
’ the organization in that town. In
the party were Lieut. Gov. Arthur
F. Lamb. Stuart C. Burgess. Arthur
Robinson. Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson,
Pearl Studley, Louis B Cook, Dr.
Edwin L. Scarlott and Al Plour.t.
Lieut. Gov. Lamb acted as master
of ceremonies, and it was quite
largely through his efforts that the
Pittsfield club was organized—the
first in New England this season,
lit has a charter membershin of 29.
and gives every promise of being
a live organization.
The charter was presented by
Governor Fred I,. Mitchell and it
Supt. Oeorge J. Cumming was re was accepted by the president-elect,
Dr Merton Webber. Greetings were
elected for a three year term ’ extended by Harry L. Wright.
Tuesday night at a joint meeting State Commander Fortier of thc
of the Rockland and Rockport j American Legion and the comschool committees. This supple 1 mander of the local American Le
gion Post.
ments the three successful years
The address of the evening was
already spent by Supt. Cumming delivered by James P Gallagher of
at the head of the Rockland-Rock- Boston, International trustee. His
pert Union. Mayor Veazie was theme was "Citizenship Responsi
made chaiunan of tiie joint board bility, the Price of Liberty." Citizens
jmust not be greedv and selfish, as
and Lloyd Rhodes, secretary.
I seen tn the totalitarian governj ments. The motto must be “We
Tlie 16th season Is in swing at tlie Build." Turning his attention to
the Community Sweet Shop in the foreign situation the speaker
South Hope, and ln spite of un discussed the potentialities ot an In
toward weather many old patrons vasion by enemy forces.
Tlie banquet at the Laney House
have been there to sample '’Mat- was attended by 157 Kiwanians,
tie's" cooking and wish her a suc• :ul season. Her menu is offer about every' Kiwanis Club in the
ing the tempting food which has {State being represented.
so long made the resort a most
popular one.
Lemon Juice Recipe

Mrs. Evelyn Snow returned MonMr and Mrj. Ravmond
day from Sara-ota. Fla . where she son Qf Portland were recent gucsts
spent the winter
of Mrs Thompson's father, Leroy
The tetal of Red Cross war fund
*1*116 Baptist. .Mission Ciiclo met itfc^Dcrmott.
contributions, li«’ed on page eight
Tuesday for a program meeting at
pred Thorndike. William Soucia
$595.3" against a quota of $3000.
the home of Mrs. Eunice Tillson. <nd ArUlur Jf(Tfry of North Vgs.
The drive opened May 20.
Mrs. Minnie Newbert and Mrs. Eve- saRjoro were jn town Tuesday on
Ivn Perron were in charge of the bllsiness
Ralph A Glendenning, proprie
program. Mrs. Perron extendmg - Miss Joan
Qf Thomaston
tor cf the Rockland Marble &
grTw8S »° ’» aK,
t™i^f «P«nt Uie weekend with her au-t
I Granite Company, is off duty on
and Mrs. Roy H. Short, foi merly of “
..
. .„
account of a severe throat trouble,
the Thomaston Church, now located *nd ™c.ie' Mrand Mrs
John s
but expects to be at hls shop tlie
at Fairfield, where Mis Perron t-arnpoeii
went last week to give an address. | The court of honor for Troops 2CJ
first cf next week
Plans were discussed for the com- and
Scouts will be held
lng year. Those present were Mrs tonight in the town offices
I Neighbor Bath is happy over the
Abbie Shaw. Mrs Clara Sawyer,
Mrs. Ruth Collemer is attending
excellent prospect that it will build
Mrs. Susie Newbert. Mrs. Grace An- the annual convention of thc Maine
four freight steamships for the
drews. Mrs. Minnie Wilson. Mrs ; Federation of Music Clubs being
American Export Line, having sub
Dora Kalloch. Mrs. Lucy Sillery. held in Gardiner. May 23. 23 Mumitted the lowest bid Tlie CourlerMrs. Perron, Mrs. Newbert nnd the sic teachers and musicians from
Gaze'tr has the best of authority
hostess.
j all over the State will unite to hear
for tlie statement that the contract
The local Christian Endeavor was prominent speakers and music prowill go to the Bath Iron Works.
awarded the attendance banner at grams. Mrs. Collemer will be a
Each of these freighters will be
the Knox County Rally held at Ten- delegate from the Rubinstein Club
larger than the Red Jacket, and
ants Harbor Monday night. There of Rockland.
the contract will approximate
were 41 members representing 1 Mr. and Mrs. H W Farnsworth o'
910.000.CSO. which would certainly
Thomaston, and transportation was Kittery were recent guests of Rev.
lock good to ihe builders, the work
provided bp Mrs Blanche Lermond. and Mrs. Weston P Holman.
men and Ba h in general Lieut.
Edward Thurston. Warren Mac-| Mrs Frederick Sohipper of New
Charles W Kalloch. formerly of
Rockland, is European manager of
gowan. LeRoy Whitten and Rev. (Britain. Conn., is visiting her parthe American Export Line, sta
Mr Perron.
ents. Mr and Mrs. Frank P Alextioned at Genoa, and an official of
Mr and Mrs. John Dclan. Jr. of ander.
I mucli interest with tlie corporation
Waltham. Mass
have returned
The W 8. Richards house oil
His brother Ralph Kalioch is at
home after being guests a few days' High street lias bcen rented to Dr
tached to the New York office. M.
of Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Smith.
Thurman B Given of Brooklyn, N.
M Oillesple. vice president and op
Mrs. Agnes Boynton has sold her Y for the summer and Mrs Franerating manager of the company
home in Middlebcro, Mass. and was «s Perry s cottage has been rented
was in Portland yesterday to hear
the overnight guest of Miss Mary , to J W Frothingham, of New York
Commissioner Moran's address.
MacPhail Tuesday enroute to Cush- , City, through the Allen Insurance
ing where she is to make her home ' Agency.
Mrs Harold Stafford of Glens
with her brother, William McNa
Always think before you act, but
Falls. N Y.. is spending a few days
mara.
don't think too long about an
Mrs Oliver Hahn. Miss Evelyn in town.
swering Intersting etssstfied offer*.
Mrs. W. L Dickens and daughter.
Hahn. Miss Priscilla Hastings, ac
Lucie,
are
passing
a
few
days
in
companied by Miss Vella Barrett of
Warren, went Tuesday to Fairfield Boston.
At the Tuesday meeting of the
to visit Mrs Hannah Hastings who
returned heme w.th them fcr a Rotary Club. Frederick Folson of They’re So Convenient
the Maine Publicity Bureau, was the
week
Joseph Bradlee has returned Suest speaker Mr. Folson outlined'
home frcm a visit in Boston and the value of the tourist business to I
Maine, and explained a chart show-|
Portsmouth
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday night | ing how the tourist dollars were
at the home of Miss Margaret Cran- spent. He explained thc new pub-|
don Mrs. Clara Sawyer will give a licity plan of the Bureau of affixing
Miss Cynthia Brown, who will appear in the dance recital—C. II. S.
report from the County convention Maine stamps to all out-of-state
Mrs Earle Starrett gave a party mail. Harry Murray was welcomed Follies Friday night in Camden Opera House. Miss Doris Heald is director.
Tuesday afternoon at her home to into the membership of the Club
celebrate the seventh birthday an-1 Visiting Rotarians were Allen L 1
niversary of her son, Paul Be- Curtis of Belfast. Joseph Blaisdell the championship of the year:
mont. Following a period of games. and Homer Robinson of Rockland Thursday night at 7 o clock at the j
Radio examinations for the men
during which Arthur Elliot and t yjrs Betty Foxwell, secretary of thc YMCA
Reynold Anderson were awarded chamber of Commerce was a guest.
Local donations to the national who serve the local district will be
P?“V°r
m06t succe“Iul in
Miss June Cote attended a dance Red Cross drive for war relief may held at the Thomaston barrack£ rn the
rt:ltal °f the PUP“S °f ^Olse An- be left with Mrs. Myrtle Sherman.' next Wednesday.
serving of ref«shme'n^ VVco^ "er^n WHate.r' l}le
n^t- secretary of the local Red Cross
Roy Williams, the chair repair chapter or may be left ln either the
J
Miss
Dons
Heald
is
assistant
teachrations were in evidence here, pink
Camden National Bank or Knox man. has returned from a winter m
and blue crepe paper streamers | er at the Anderson school.
spent in Weeks Mills, and is resid- j
j Parker Morse Hooper of Fall County Trust Co.
ing at 9 Broad street.
j River. Mass . has arrived to pass the
Miss Bessie Bowers and Miss Lil
! season at his home here.
lian Grey entertained at tea Wed
SLEEP
Baseball Ians in the Lions Club
The Poppies, winners of the first nesday afternoon in honor oi Mrs
with their fan guests, were
WITHOUT DRUGS { half year ot bowling at the Y.M.C.A. Jessie Colburn, president of the Re a'ong
and the Lilies team will roll off for bekah Assembly of Maine, at the treated to a disappointment yester
day. for the Red Sox motion pic
Telephone
Deliver
And Wake Up
home of Miss Bowers. Other as ture got sidetracked somewhere
Feeline Fit
leading from the chandelier to va- sembly officers present were Mrs Past King Lion Wilbur Senter came
WEEKEND SPECIALS
S
F <1
i rious points of the room, the table Myrtle Parent, marshal: Mrs. Vir to the rescue in his usual accom^
cloth of white with pastel shades ginia Holbrook, past president: -and medating manner, and shewed sev
NATIVE FRF.SH KILLED
bearing all sorts cf good wishes for Mrs. Flora Colburn, president of eral interesting reels oi motion pic
a happy birthday, and van-colored District 21 Mrs. J. F. Wilev and tures made by him on hts recent
1 balloons hanging frcm the ceiling Mrs. Suzanne Wyatt were special Western trip
Guests >•••■
Thousands who suffered sleepless to add to the colorful scene At guests. Mrs. Laura Rittcrbush and were Arthur Taylor. Albert C Mcness at night, and tiredness by day, each place was a "cracker" bearing Mrs. Cora Calder poured and Mrs. Ioon. Charles C. Wotton Willis 1.
BONELESS. TENDER
now feel good, cat hearty and sleep the name of a guest, and containing
Ayer and Dr. Dana 3 Newman.
soundly, since drinking JOYANA in j a paper cap to wear during the fes- Mary Mitchell and Mrs. Mabel Stin There
was one visiting Lion, Rev.
milk during the'day and at bedtime. | tJvitics Tlie lur.ch consisted of son assisted tn serving.
It was voted to visit the Sea Scouts
Mr. and Mrs Nathaniel Tiffany Fr William E. Berger of Camden,
J sandwiches, cake, ice cream and
Supplies S Major Vitamins
JOYANA Is a food fortified with these fi imSLICED
FRESH SLICED
punch, and at its conclusion eacii who have been visiting their daugh thc second Wednesday in J tins.
portant vitamins—Vitamin A to help you reBist colds, ainus infections, etc. . . . protects gues. carried home as souvenirs of ter, Mrs George Dean have returned D.nner will be served by tlie boys.
eyesight . . . needed for heaithy skin Vita
the occasion a pencil, noisemaker. to Providence.
min B. needed for healthy nerves, good appe
lollipop and a balloon. Paul re
tite and good di^stion. Vitamin C foi
These officers were elected at the
Fireman Joe Brown took "coals
ceived a host of lovely presents and annual meeting of Arey-Heal Post.
healthy jrum« and teeth. Vita
TENDER
FRESH GROUND
Newcastle" yesterday when he
min D for strong bones. Vita
declared lt quite the nicest birth- American Legion Auxiliary held lo
feund Engine 2 answering a call
min G. a factor of great impor
I
day
ever.
His
guests
were
Sally
tance for normal health.
Gillchrest, Jean Williams. Virginia Tuesday night: President. Mrs. Lil tor a chimney fire in hls own home,
Joyana and milk 3 times daily
Pease. Ila Gasper, Raymond Wal lian Pomeroy: vice presidents. Mrs corner Main and Warren streets.
lives you almost ALL these
vitamins you ne*d When taken
SWIFT'S DOG FOOD
lace. Arthur Elliot. Richard Olid- Grace Eddy; Mrs. Georgie Brownell; Shortly afterward a hot chimney
LEAN
before bedtime. JOYANA helps
den and Reynold Anderson. His sergeant-of-arms. Mrs. Lena Good called the department to Mrchamc
prevent night hunger, a fre
:treet.
Last
night
at
9.50
the
ob1
{ aunt Mrs Jerry Vafiades of Rock man; secretary. Mrs. Edna Burrill;
quent cause of restless sleep.
Try this delicious easy-to-digest
land. was also present for a time, to treasurer. Miss Helen Dougherty; -ervant eye of Clifford C. Melvin
“food tonic”.
historian and pianist. Mrs. Louise noted something amiss at the Jew ah '
wish him a happy birthday.
CALIFORNIA NAVELS
29/ 49/ 99KT.BLKG
Kennedy; chaplain. Mrs Ann Mer synagogue. His investigation unJOYANA Clmro|«»e
dtnbteoiy saved the building from j
Plain Both art* rnod
The famous Mexican, handwoven. chant; wcltarc committee. Mrs. serious
damage for a lively blazej
caxaca huarache sandals have ar Fanny Payson and Mrs. Bertha was in progress
GOODNOWS PHARMACY
near the fire room.|
Thurlow.
rived
at
Blackington's
—
natural
and
Cor. Main A Park Sts. Rockland
The red wagons arrived promptly,
white, $295 —adv.
NATIVE
NATIVE
The double feature program play and held the loss to $100 covered I
ing at the Comique Theatre Friday by insurance.
and Saturday will include Wallace
xz
Berry in "The Man From Dakota
S. S America. the largest mer-!
and "Knights of tire ‘Range with chant ship ever built in a United
ARMOUR'S
HEAVY BACK
Russell Hayden and Victor Jory States shipyard, Ls to be here In
“My Son. My Boni is playtng ior cor’-xtion with Ihe observance of
the last time today.
Flag Witk She was constructed
by the Newport News Shipbuilding
The famous Mex.can, handwoven. and Dry Dock Company at Newport
caxaca huarache sandals have ar New.. Virginia ior the United States
■ lllll«<■>»IIIIH « ■Ull«■ >»lllll H
rived at Blackington's—natural and Lines at a cost of $15,750,000. The
United States Maritime Commission
white. $2.95—adv.
this
ccntr.buted one-third ci this which1
■
■
repre.-.-nted tlie difference in cost
Rev.
Wiliam
J
Day.
who
has
■
GLAMOROUS
W
between construction in an Ameri- j
bcen supplying the First Baptist can and in a foreign rhipyard She '
pulpit the past three Sundays, re Ls fitted with the most modern and
turns to Winthrop. Mass, next Mon efficient safety devices in the world
day. The subject of his sermon and contains luxury accommoda-1
thc coining Sunday -night will be: tion ior 1219 passengers. Here are
"Five Prophetic Questions Ans -.me inteiesting statistics: Length, 1
//
wered.
723 feet; beam. 92 icet; displace-,
Swallow up
• DINNER ENSEMBLE |
ment, 34.000 tens: passenger-carry
ing capacity. 1200; crew, 600
I

TALK OF THE TOWN

Col Ralph W Brown has been
Invited by the Memorial Day com
mittee to act as grand marshal
May 30. For many years he has
Eight Local Kiwanians
filled this position with exceptional
Visit New Pittsfield Club ability.

A Charter Night

SALAM

TALK OF THE TOWN

TEA-BAGS

Checks Rheumatic
Pain Quickly

IT’S A BIG $

Il you suffer from rheumatic, ar- J
thrttla or neuritis pain, try thia simple
Inexpensive home recipe that thousands
are using
Oet a package of Ru Ex
Compound today. Mix It with a quart
of water, add the Juice of 4 lemons
It's easy No trouble at all and pleas
ant You need only 2 tablespoonaful
two times a day Often w.th in 48 hours
- sometimes overnight—splendid results
are obtained If the pains do not quick
ly leave and if you do not feel better
Ru-Rx will cost you nothing to try
Ru-Ex Compound is for sale and recom
mended by C. H. Moor A Company and
rood drug stores everywhere.

NEW 1940

TENNIS SHOES
FOR CHILDREN

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
993

FOWL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 24c

POT ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 27c

Pig’s Liver 2 lbs 25c Bacon, 'dbpkgllc

Hamburg,

lb 17c Cube Steak, Ib 29c

Stewing Beef, lb 23c Pard,

doz 39c

Veal Chops, lb 25c Veal Steak, lb 39c

®

lb 11c Oleo,

D«k«*re<1 in your kitchen
with 5 Year Protection Plan

ts the biggest refrigerator buy
of a lifetime!

IA

full 614 cubic foot size . . .
made by Kelvinator, (he oldest
maker* of Electric Refrigerators.
Here s amazing low-price—a brandnew 19 .0 Kelvinator for only a few
dollars more than the cost of a good
ice box. Look at the features listed
below that you get at this new
low price.
So don't pay good money for an
out-of-date, last year's model. Now
you can get a new 1940 Kelvinator
at a saving of $30 to $60 compared
with last year's prices. Come see
them ... and get the free book The
1940 Refrigerator Guide" that
helps you judge refrigerator value.
Fineit Kelvinator Foaturei

YOUTHS’. BOVS'. MEN’S

69c pair
HOOD’S TENNIS

IIS «quor. fwt ot (hoM a ism • Automatic
light • taty-Touch door handlo •
ico coho
copocity—* lbs. • Koloa Control • Durable
Psrmolux tobtn.l finish • fiorr.laln-on-itool
mtortor o 1 oxtro-last trssrlng .hofiros • Im.
belted froo.or door • lig chdilng key O
Polortphor. sealed anil.

$4

With the Sanitary Innersolcs

$1.25 pair

McLain Shoe Store
432 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
315-319 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

lb 11c

AT JAMESON’S MARKET
Boned Loin Roast Beef................................. lb
Fancy Native Pullets....................................... lb

35c
26c

Nice to roast or fricassee.

Daisy Hams (to fry or boil)........................... lb
Fancy Sliced Bacon ....................................... lb
Large Native Eggs.........................................doz
New England Dressed Pork Ribs................... lb

29c
20c
25c
22c

Roasts sweet and tender.

WIN

Baked Ham.......................................................... lb 50c
Boiled Ham.......................................................... lb 45c

90-PIECE

EXTRA SPECIAL-CAKE FLOUR SALE
Swans Down..........................
Your Choice
Soft As Silk ..........................
PEG.
Presto ....................................
Snow Sheen ..........................

let oiie

M

KELVINATOR
$114.95

3 cans 25c

Lettuce, 2 hds 17c Oranges,

Salt Pork,

S% CUBIC FOOT

SERVICE FOR SIX

PERSonni toon
V0UR

At The Theatres

!JU

The Park will feature Zane Grey's
"The Light cf Western Stars.” Fri
day and Sa'urday a rousing west
Win this glamor
ern cf the old type.
ous Fiesta Service
"Tlie Story of Forty Little
—come to our store
ft)£O£ JfttTA
Mothers." starring Eddie Cantor,
this Friday and
boasts the largest indoor set built
Saturday and enter
at the Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
this easy local con
studios since “The Gorgeous Hussy.
test.
It is a replica of the Tulip Hill
Of course you can write a simple
home built in Maryland in 1754 by
25 word statement telling in your
YOU MAY WIN THIS
Samuel Galloway, one of the best
own words why PLAX is the new
LOCAL CONTEST
examples oi Oeorgian architecture
universal beauty finish. And that
in the United States.
statement may win for you this Three well-known local people
local contest in which only your not connected with this store
This reproduction, adapted by
friends or neighbors will com will be the judges. Anyone may
unit art director Dan Gathcart.
pete. So don't miss this oppor enter except employees of our
serves as the girls’ school at which
tunity to win this beautiful Fiesta store or their families. Entries
Cantor obtains a job as English
Dinner Ensemble and get a free will be judged
professor. In his adaption Cath
can of PLAX.
on the merit of
cart also used some Williamsburg
Just get your the statements.^
architectural details. The authen
entry blank at our Judges' deci
tic Colonial atmosphere was • re
store, either this sion will be
tained in the planting, with actual
Friday or Saturday, final. Duplicate
sod transplanted onto the sound
and then turn in prizes will be
stage for lawns in front of the
your statement awarded in the
school and with every plant and
within one week. event of a tie.
bush set in soil and growing.
Cantor in this sequence
I «<«<■>»»> = <«■«<«<■>»»=<«■ (««<■»»>= <«l areWith
Judith Anderson. Broadway
stage star, as principal of the
School; Nydia Westnian as her
secretary, and a group of 40 girls
Arnold S. Nelson, Prop.
headed by Bonita Granville. Diana
440 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME. Lewis, Margaret Early. Martha
jo Driscoll. Charlotte blunter and
1 Louise Seidel.

1

MM

GOFKAUF’S

New evening gowns, pastels and
whites, misses sizes. $6.95. Lucien ‘
K Green <fc Son, 16 School St., City,
—adv.

FOUND DEAD IN CABIN
Jamr.i Parsons’ End Due To
Natural Causes the Authorities

Said
James Parsons was found dead
ln his cabin on Seven Hundred
Acre Island. Sunday afternoon.
Waldo County's sheriff and medi
cal examiner, called to investigate,
declared the man had been dead
several days and that he had died
of a heart ailment. He was 65
years old.
He had lived alone in the cabin
for several years, since the death
of a son. George Gray, who lives
some distance from the eabin.
called at the house Sunday after
noon and. failing to get any res
ponse to a call from outside, en
tered and found the man dead in
his bed. He notified the author
ities in Islesboro
He Is survived by his mother,
who lives at Cape Jellison, and by
a daughter. Mrs Ralph Hunt of
Center Lincolnville. The bodv was
brought to I .U-sborn Monday anil
burial was at North Islesboro

smmi DEBTS
Tou can easily hold one baseball in
your hand. Bui you would find it hard

to juggle ten balls at once.
A number of small debts may "get
out ot hand" in the same way. Paying
here and paying there is contusing
and discouraging.
Why not apply tor a Personal Loan,

pay off these small debts, then repay
the loan in convenient monthly install
ments? See us about it.

25c

16 Oz. Jar Pure Crab Apple Jelly...................
Crosse & Blackwell Orange Marmalade
Two 16 ounce jars...........................................
Birthday Candles & Holders, complete 12 for
Johnson Beans............... . quart 10c; peck
Fancy Jumbo Prunes .................................... lb

15c

45c
10c
75c
15c

.Alice says they are good to eat without cooking.

Jane Goode Peanut Butter................ 1 lb jar
2 lb jar

15c
28c

This is popular with our best trade. Children love it.

Pint Jars Caines Vegetable Relish...............
20c
Foulds Macaroni, Spaghetti and Noodles 3 pkg 25c
This is the best one we know of.

Fancy Calif. Valencia Juicy Oranges .. doz 35c
Super ba Grape Fruit Juice...................3 cans 25c
Sweetened or unsweetened.

Canned Apple Sauce.................................... can

10c

Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Fertilizer, Bone Meal,
Sheep Dressing

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN
WARREN

We have a full line of Du Pont Paints
You cannot go wrong if you use Du Pont Paint

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

1
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Every-Othei-Day

OClETY.
Judith Ann. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Prank A. Maloney, observed
her first birthday Tuesday at her
home in South Thomaston, illness
in the family necessitating a quiet
celebration. Little Judith received
many presents, her birthday cake
Mrs. Augusta Moon nnd children being made by her great aunt. Miss
Elma and Herbert of Warren, have Hattie Hilt of Thomaston.
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. William
Robert Harmon, has returned
Harvey for a few days.
from a several weeks stay in Bos
The annual banquet and meeting ton and Ntw York.
of the Scribblers’ Club will be held
nt the Copper Kettle Monday night
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Savage were
at 6.30 Members will please notify guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. John
the secretary if
is possible to F. Savage in Mt. Vernon
attend.
Accidentally omitted from the list
The Parent-Teachers Association cf guests at the surprise party given
of Owls Head, gave a party recently by Miss Ethel Hutchinson last Sat
ln Town Hall, in honor of Miss urday night were the names of Mr.
Madeline Cofley who will be a June and Mrs. Charles Duncan and MR
bride. Mrs. Lawson Small. Mrs. and Mrs. Sebastian Luizza.
Walter Ross and Mrs. M. E. Scam
Telephone operators sometimes
mon were in charge, nearly 100
guests from Rockland and Owls . find the line busy, and they certainHead attending Cards and danc I lv helped make it so at Beach Inn,
ing W’ere enjoyed. Miss CofTy being i Lincolnville, the other night when
presented with a table and lamp I they assembled there for dinner,
was then made to the
from the group. Refreshments were iI Adjournment
heme of Miss E'.hel Rackliff. Lawserved.
1 rence street, where the remainder
, of the evening was pleasantly spent.
Mrs. Oeorge St. Clair, entertained In the group were. Miss Ruth An
the Rug Club yesterday at luncheon derson. Miss Virginia Connon, Miss
and an afternoon of weaving at her Ethel Hayes, Miss Nettie Jordan,
Crescent Beach cottage.
; Miss Eleanor Spear. Miss Lucille
Egan. Mrs. Lola Smith. Mrs. Grace
Major Talbot Aldrich of Bos«m Palmer. Mrs. Alice Dean, Mrs. Evewith Captain Dorr is at "The ; lyn Cates, Mrs Kathryn St. Clair,
Crags,' Tenants Harbor, looking j Mrs. Della Kirkpatrick. Miss Viola
after spring work. Capt. Dori- has i Joy. Miss Gertrude Heal, and Miss
returned from the AJdrich planta Rackliff.
tion in South Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton are on a ! and Janet were recent guests of
motor trip to Massachusetts and j relatives in Cornish.
New York. Mrs. E. C. Grant went
with them to Hyannis to^visit her
The famous Mexican, handwoven,
daughter, Mrs. Charles Proctor.
1 caxaca huarache sandals have ar
rived at Blackington's—natural ar.d
Hatetoquitit Club met Tuesday white, $2.95—adv.
night for cards at-the home of Mrs.
Baked and fried chicken, also hot
Lizzie French. Mrs. Cora Smith.
Mrs. Nellie Dow and Mrs. Mabel ' chicken short cake. May 30 and
Thorndike won honors. Mrs. Paul every Sunday, all Summer, at
ine Schofield and Mrs. Annie Colla- Blake's Farm Rockville, Tel 263-2
more were special guests. Refresh for reservations. Mrs. Elizabeth
ments were served.
I Crockett.
62-64

Dr. and Mrs. William A. Buck of
Boston, who were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse,
returned home Monday. Mrs. Morse
accompanied them for an indefinite
stay.

Mrs Mary Chapman has gone to GEORGE W. BLETHEN
ROCKPORT
raet "nd a’?o Wheaton College ln
rxwvrxi
i
j juinojs Her grandlathcr is Rev.
North Haven where she is employed
George W. Blethen of 13 Holmes
The Rockport Society of Chris- ] pPr,Cy Miller of Tenants Harbor,
at Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon's.
street succumbed Tuesday to a long
tian Endeavor with 90': of its, Mv Snow is the son of Mr. and
period of ill health and on thc eve
membership represented, won the
Maurice Snow of Rockland,
Mi-, and Mrs. William N. Todd, of his 69th birthday. For more
banner for the highest percentage ,Mlss Marlon Weldiman, Miss Matwho spent the winter ln Florida, are than quarter of a century he had
of members present at tlie :.i
tlc Rtteseu Mrs. Stella Simonton
occupying their cottage at Crescent been manager of Webber's Market
Monday at Tenants Harbor
and Mjss Helena Upham, wlth
on South Main street, but prior to
Beach.
| Cards received from Mrs. Mabel I Oecrge Crcckett at the wheel, mothat he had been employed as
' Withee who with Mrs Inez Crosby tered to Eanforth Monday to spend
Mrs. Annie Aylward has c'osed <lrav,ghtsman by various granite
of Camden and Mrs. G. Iou Pressey {he day wl.h Rev. and Mrs. N. F.
her residence on Clarendon street corporations on the Maine coast.
of Patten, are on a vacation mnto-j Atwood.
' and is employed at Crescent Beach °re cf *’-s notable achievements
_ '
h/iinn
nliorno
zxf
inc
rtlonc
fne
flic
trip, state that they arrived Satur- , Frank Hawse has returned from
being
in
charge
of
ihe
plans
for
the
bin fcr thc Summer.
day night at Washington. D C community Hospital where he has
East Hartford (Conn.) bridge built
after an enjoyab’e tune on the re.i i peen receiving treatment for an inby the Arthur McMullen Company.
Fales Circle will meet with Mrs.
and stops at several points of in- (;cclc(j hand
By K. S. F.
As a musician, and a very capable
Susie Lamb; Rankin street, Friday '
M[. B:ethen had bcpn con_
, terest. They will return home via i ‘
. _ .
,
1 tli'
I h#ve
Mrs.bcen
Robei
t Caln aand
Robert
Miss Ruth Seabury, had as re afternoon at 1.30.
nected with local bands and orme’ Mohawk
Monawit Trail
iran.
spPnding
fewson
days
wilh
cent guests Misses Priscilla and
(cheiitias for half a century, playTlie Trvtrhelp Club met Monday { re,atives in Bangor
Onc man's word is no man’s word.
Miss
Gertrude
Waltz
of
Waldo-;,
,
hp
p
,
ar
j
np
,
H
p
was
a
memi
----------.
-------L
----.
Frances Eddy of Camden.
night at the heme of Mrs. Edith; Union
union Memorial services will be
boro was a weekend visitor ln the | £? Cf RocklX Lodge* F A M
' Onc should a,ways ltn<’w
h
Overlock. Following tlie business held Sunday at the (Methodist
then
all
men
’
s
words
may
be
true.
| The deceased wa s born in a
session refreshments were served Church, beginning at 11 o'clock with
Tuesday Night Bridge Club met
• • • •
by the hostess. Next week the club Rev F Ernest Smith as speaker
..
~ ,, TT L
. . . j granite center, flic town of Frankwith Mrs. Clifton A. Cross. Mrs.
Mrs. C«il Murphy entertained , (ort an(j naturany gravitated to
Thc Chicago River is the only will meet at the home of Mrs. and the combined choir furnishing
Raymond Cross, Mrs. Guy Douglas the Monday Niters this week
.S’ta'ur. p?art ,hal industI>' which in his younger largP 5treain <,n Parth whose dlrec- Elizabelh Yattaw
and Mrs. Lawrence Leach were Prizes were awarded
special music. Members of the
Mrs. Pearl|
Pearl; ra
paysS was onp of
Of ,hp
bc nlOiSt
nl0S( importimport
„
,, warded to Mrs
f f,
,
u™. reversed bv
Mr. ai d Mrs. Albert Tolman of | Fred A Norwood WR.C., veterans
prizewinners.
Huntley, Mrs. Spsan Bcw'.ey M'.s. |ant in thp g(atP His parents were,
‘
' Quincy. Mass . are guests th s we-’k
Bernice Hatch. Mrs Hattie Brown, Qeor„c, and evc.;v11 (Sanborn) t,ic engineering accomplishments ot at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. of all wars. S. U V, and school chil
dren will be special guests.
Mrs. Donald T. Leigh goes to and Mrs. Ellie Knowlton with door -7
1| man. Instead of flowing into Lake Carroll.
Blethen.
Des Moines, Iowa, following a prize going to Mrs. Hatch.
Mrs Veda Brown was latest hos
Hls abundant good nature won1 Michigan as lt did. this river now
brief visit, with Dr. Leigh in Bos
tess to t'nc T Club with a theatre
iff su":trep,'isu,ssks
«“ •"
“«■
ton.
Morton Estes is reported to be
party and a progressive supper
resting comfortably after a major drives made their regular appear into thc Gulf of Mexico through the
Started meeting of Harbor Light
Mr. and Mrs. Fred True have re surgical operation last Friday at ances. His was always the kindly Mississippi River.
Chapter OES. was held Tuesday
turned from a visit in New York. the Baker Memorial Hospital, ln and helpful spirit.
• « • •
©
night with a picnic supper preced
Boston.
He is survived by hls wife. Mrs. Just when our needs are most
ing the business session. A program
Neil Little is at Dimps Beauty
Mabel Allison Blethen; a son. Ev
ernsisting of piano duet by Mrs.
Conies June.
Miss Neva May Cuthbertson, erett S. Blethen of Owl's Head; a
Salon, in Vinalhaven. where he is
Edith Buzzell and Mrs Elde Hawk
representing Al’s Hairdressing Salon daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles daughter, Mis. Kathleen Gerrish Just when soft buds a-bloom.
ins and readings by George CunH Cuthberwion, celebrated her of Camden; a grandson, Harold
for a month.
Then June
ingham and Mrs. Nellie Staples was
seventh birthday at her home. 191 gunmens, Jr., of Boothbav Har- Brings forth the warmer sun and life enjoyed. Mrs. Marion Ingraham
The handsome Fiesta 90-piece Ocean street, Monday, from 6-8 bor. and a half-sister, Miss Grace Calls all our hearts a-tunc
and Mrs. Elsie Hawkins were in
•
dining set in color on display at the o'clock. Those present were Ber-'m Cooper of Bangor
charge of the supper ant Mrs. Nina
In
June.
nard
C.
Kaler.
Jr..
Virginia
Econ)
Services
wiU
be
at
the
residence
new Gofkauf store. 440 Main street,
Carroll and Mrs Marlon Richards
• 4 • ♦
is to be given away June 1. There cmy, Martha Flagg. Carolyn Harri- this afternoon at 2 o'clock Rev
served as eniertainment committee
man.
MaryEvelyn
Cates,
Elizabeth
William
J.
Day
ol
Winthrop,
Tlie Federation of Music Clubs ls The next meeting. June 4. will be
is no purchase entailed, but on the
contrary, a gift. Any person may Ann Carr, E len Sulides, Paul Mass. officiating. Burial will be ln thrilled over thc fact that Mrs. Vin gin promptly at 7 30 on account of
call at Gofkaufs and receive free Sulides and Patricia Cuthbertson. the Wiley's Corner cemetery, St. cent Ober, Uie president of the Na the High School graduation which
M ss Marilyn Roblshaw was un-! George.
take; place that night.
a can of Lowe Brother’s new Plax II able
tional Federated Music Clubs is the
to be present.
A candle'
.___________
At the annual meeting of the
enamel Use this remarkable prod-, „ ,ltpd blrthday cakp was
„
Educational Club picnic will be high card of interest in the conven Kn< x County Asscciation for Ru:al
uct and then write a 25-word story. with j crpan/ coolties cand and
or less on why It ls good. Turn
after whlPll variolLS held May 31 with Mis. George tion Uia; te being held in Gardiner Religious Education held at the
today and Friday and Saturday of Congregational Church in Roekand
thfs* in at the store and the one | gaines were played. The hostess Woodward in Glen Cove.
Monday night Arthur K Walker
adjudged the best will receive the I received many lovely gifts, and as
this week She will be thc guest was elected a member ol the Execu
Rev. and Mrs. Charles A Marstal
kai _adv •
B
y,cr jjrst r(?al party sbe was
ler are attending the Northern Bap speaker at the first meeting and tive Committee
very happy. Mrs. Cuthbertson was
Friends here road with interest
also at the banquet. Born in Vir
A wide choice of charming gifts assisted by Miss Jeannette Robi- tist Convention in Atlantic City.
ginia. highly educated and a wom the account of the marriage of Mbs
for the June bride is available at shaw. Everyone had a grand time.
Manager Joseph Dondis of Strand an cf parts and widely known In the Carleen White of Morrill and Rich
the Central Maine Power Co. show
ard Snow of Rockland which took
Theatre
is confined to the house,
This lit,h Feller knows where the
rooms in Thorndike Hotel Bldg
New evening gowns, pastels and complying with the orders of hts musical fraternity cf this country. place at Randolph Field. Texas.
1 Beautiful yet practical gifts, daintily whites, misses sizes. $6.95. Lucien attending physician.
hall is guing and lhc batter
Alice Frost Lord has an excellent' ^ss Wilte .is a "!»’,,’*],pr cf Mr
wrapped and sure to bring lasting K. Oreen & Son. 16 School St.. City,
and Mrs. Charles
White
(Miss doesn't.
suggestion
via
Palm
Beach,
Fla..
,
,
,
_
,
pleasure.
56-Tli-65 —adv.
Mrs Martha Allard has returned where they stress the sending of at- I
er, f°,V”er?, of R°^>)Ort )
That's the trick.
Carroll
tractive past cards all over the and nKce of M,s Maymc
Ma>'nc Carrol
from North Haven
country to attract persons to that cf this town. She was graduated
When you shop Gregory's vou
The first meeting of the Garden great playground. She says resi from Crosby High School in Belknew that there aren’t two
Club will be held next Tuesday aft dents hero could do much In thc way
THURSDAY—TODAY ONLY
strikes on your sport clothes dol
ernoon, at 2 30 o’clock, at the home of advertising Maine by sending out
ON THE STAGE
of Mrs Henry B Bird, Broadway. thousands of lovely picture post
lar before they hit the cashier’s
Mrs E Stewart Orbeton. will re cards of fall foliage and marvelous
mitt.
WCSH RADIO SHOW
GR
A
phic
s
port on tlie Augusta federation, and ______
w
_.
roadways.
Thus
vacationland
songs will be given by Mrs Mildred! months cculd be extended. A brllTakr for example—
Havener. Mr. Taylor, manager of liant suggestion.
• • • •
the Coca-Cola plant, will present
THEATRE
practical suggestions on flower ar
Special Sport
To choose thc best is the very art
.jniden
Tel. 2519
ON THE SCREEN
Special Children's Matinee
ranging. illustrated by natural color of existence.
4.0# P. M.—10 Cents
slides. At the conclusion of this
Twosomes and
X
• • • •
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
talk, refreshments will be served.
Including
And now Shirley Temple at 11
Threesomes
All members are urged to attend, years has retired from the screen
WALLACE REEKY
“DOWN EASTERS”
and see this fascinating hobby cf! with a bank account of over $3,000,fur
Decoration Day
On The Stage
“The Man From Dakoti’’
flowcr arrangement ln color.
000 made in .six years. Now the
Feature “SKI PATROL”
child will get a chance io go to see John Howard Dolores I)rl Rio
$18.5.0 to $25.00
Edward O Harriman is the guest a movie tome time possibly.
Plus Four Extra Cartoons
, . • ,
cf his grandmother. Mrs. Annie B
Rlus—Srer.nd Feature
Morin in Scuth Boston
Recently at a play the actress
Shows at 2.00. i.00. 6.45. 8.15
Shirt end Pant Ensembles
‘Knights of the Ranne’’
came on the stage to impersonate
Russell Hayden. Victor Jory
Owner
unknown
—
At
the
furni

Jennie
Lind
A
woman
in
the
au

A story of Finland’s Famous Ski Troops In Action
$4.C0 to $10.00
ture store of the late John B Rob dience was heard to ask her com
with LULI DESTE, PHILIP DORN
inson ln Chisholm Block has armed panion, "Who's she .supposed to be?
Last Times laday
a walnut chest of drawers and a
"Oh, she? Why, Jznnic Wren,
Howard
Spring's Greatest Novel
9x12 green congoleum. There are of course.”
• • • «
no names on record of the persons
“MY SON, MY SON:”
Hint—A new one for picnics and
for whom these articles were or
TFL. 294
Annual Manager's Drive bee ns
dered It is requested that the own me that may replace th; hot do;
Sunday, May 26, Hiroiigh June
116 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
ers call for them at the store. 433 (that very unappetizing name).
22. Watrh our advertising!
Main street or telephone 811. Rock This one ls called "ange! on horse
back " To make an ’Angel’ one
land.—adv.
must take a cube of cheese at least
l'« inches square, wrap lt ln ba - ;
con. skewer it on a fork and cook
until the cheese Is nice and gooey
Friday and Saturday
and thc "angel" te then placed be
tween a sliced roll. Try this if you
are hungry and want a treat.
Zane Grey’s

Mrs. Prank Taylor of Winthrop,
Mass., gave a tea Friday afternoon
honoring the birthday of her mother
Mrs. E. J. Southard. A profusion
of flowers, gifts and many cards was
sent by admiring friends, exemplify
ing the love and esteem for this
little lady of 84 years. Ices, cakes,
and tea were served in the candle
lit dining room by Mrs. Taylor, as
sisted by several friends. The high
light of the day was the arrival
of her son J N. Southard who spent
the weekend with her arriving home
Monday.

This And That

Here’s how to handle
your budget like

Feller handles a ball.

C
omiquE

“THE DOWN EASTERS”

ENDICOTT JOHN WN MEN'S*

GREGORY’S

You are

THHIGHT or

\wisriMsrAHS

Cordially
Invited To Use

A

Daniels
DIVIDED
PAYMENT PLAN
when selecting

MEN’S
WRIST
WATCH
$19.75

GRADUATION
WATCHES
Copyright 1940

tnd,co«IoS„».c.nx

346

main

STREET, ROCKLAND

NATIONAL COTTON WEEK-MAY 17th THRU THE 25th

Wc Illustrate
Three Outstanding Values
made by Waltham

ENDICOTT ^JOHNSON

We also carry a complete line of
Gruen, Hamilton and Elgin
Watches

We promise a
smartly styled per
manent with lus
trous waves and
ringlet ends
Adapted to your
personality. COM PI.ETE

Our Famous
Deluxe Oil

WAVE*3 .OO

pPiina*’en^

Remember, if your credit is good,
it is good at Daniels'.

MEN’S
POCKET WATCH
$19.75

We also have hundreds of
Graduation Suggestions
z
from $1.00 up

DANIELS, Jewelers

•<Ci
HoUy*ood

o«

LADIES’
WRIST
WATCH
$19.75

Daniels' Divided Payment Plan
rails for a reasonable deposit,
and the settlement of the balance
tn weekly payments over a period
arranged to meet your eonventence. You have the use of the
articles selected while making
these payments.

GILBERT’S OIL
t ROQUIGNOLE

373 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TODAY
On Tlie Stage In Person
"Till DOWN EASTERS”
On The Screen
“SKI PATROL"
Children's Matinee 4 P. M—10c
Shows at 2.00. 1.00, 6.45. 8.45

• • • •

The Allies are fighting for allegi
ance to the best that civilization
has found for a higher life. If they
lose, thc world ls lost.
• • • •
Mischa Elman says this country
ln tbe past ten years has advanced
greatly in Its higher appreciation
of the very best in music. The vio
linist said. "They all who come to
my concerts want thc best and wc
no longer In thb great country de
Fiiday and Saturday
mean the finest of all arts " Music,
the soul and heart of the world.
• • • •
"Marry me, darling, and I will
make you the happiest wife In 48
States."
"Not me I do not cal* to live ln
a trailer."
• • • •
Wild rice, always a staple food of
lhc Minnesota Indians and a favo
rite ol wild duck, has now become
a favorite delicacy, for the dinner
table. Much of this rice Is being
marketed, processed and shipped in
fancy packages to all sections of thc
country and abroad. This new in
IN THE STORY OF
dustry began to be really a gooi
business about three years ago' It
grows In shallows of lakes and
when water levels remain stable
good crops are gathered over boat
sides. It has mucli more flavor
than regular rice.
• • • •
JuditK ANDERSON
The Mississippi River carries over
tha Johnson • $•«»« Granvillo
503,000.019 Tons of earth Into thc
trfgiilorionOtawilowisnWaWastnMin Gulf of Mexico annually.
• • • •
OirKlad by InSy ItrSaluy • Fredvnd ky Harry lapl
Up at Ashland one farmer Was a
Plus Latest Newsreel
bit irked when the snow plow passed
by and buried his mail bcx. After
“Information please”
he had already dug lt out of the
Last Times Today
drifts three times, he decided lo
GEO. RAFT. JO.AN BENNETT end the trouble once and for all
So he took the box off its post and
"HOUSE ACROSS THE BAY"
put It up on a gable of his barn in
stead. providing a ladder so that the
postman could reach it if he want
ed to.
• • • •
"And has your baby learned to
talk yet?"
"Oh, yes. We re teaching him to
Shows: M«t. Z: Evg. R 45 and S.43
Continuous Saturday Z.I5 to 10 45
keep quiet now."
Sunday Mat. 3— Daylight Time
• • • •
New stars are still being made out
STARTS SUNDAY
of primeval matter, the astronom
SPENCER TRACY in
ers »sv
Mo-t frequpnilj- they
“EDISON UIE MAN”
ft liie t la Holly wood.

A HOWLING HITI

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES

Plus Small Charge For Postage

Alctvr®

r
with
VICTOR JORY
Russell Hayden. Ruth Rogers

"I can forgive but I cannot for
get" is another way of saying, "I will
not forgive."
• • • •
Doctor (after examining patient):
"I do not like the looks of your
husband, Mrs. Brown?"
Mrs Brown: "Neither do I, but
he Is good to the children."
• • • •
The most Important thing today
about the city of New York is its
uncompromising toleration. It Is
the great free city of the world.

CANTOR

FORTY LITTLE
MOTHERS

Strand

SPECTATOR
PUMPS
l«r<»un and While
Blue and While

$5.00
BLUES
In Flimps. Ties and Straps

$3.95 to $6.09
Add spice to every summer costume with these
color-highKghted shoes. You’ll revel in the easy
comfort of wedgies, and find our classic operas
still a reigning favorite.

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
43? MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME

Every-Other-Day
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS NO BLACKOUT OF MERCY

Lakewood Theatre

Mr. Bickford Calls

NORTH HAVEN

Knox County Girls

Mrs. Mary Merrick is visiting at
—. .
the heme of Allen Sawyer in RockWill Take Part In Com
This New Yorker Has a land
A telegram voicing the stark tragedy of the horror in Europe and j
mencement Exercises At
With
Louise
Campbell,
youthful
Flair
For
Knor
Countv
Mrs.
Anne
Beverage
has
returned
begging increased donations to the Red Cross war relief fund has been re- ;
r
°riL T j U y frem a few days visit in Vinalhaven
AND THE
j ceived from Norman H Davis, head of the American Red Cross. I Lawton picture star, who is on leave of abCastine Normal
and Neighborhood
Gershcm Waldenof Camden is
Bray, chairman of Knox County Chapter, adds his personal plea for sence from the HoiiywoOd studios,
engaged in mason work for O D.
prompt and generous contributions which may be sent either to The
Principal William D. Hal! of the
The Courier-Gazette had an in Lermond and Son.
Courier-Oazette or to Mr Bray at the School street offlce of the Rockland making her flrst appearance at
Eastern State Normal School has
I Loan & Building Association. All contributions will be listed as rapidly I Lakewood, the Lakewood Players teresting caller Tuesday afternoon
Homer Davis of Belfast was a
announced the class parts of the
, will start their 40th consecutive in the person of Francis H. Bick- recent visitor in town.
as possible in the columns of this newspaper.
senior class as follows: last chapel
Agriculture
1 With the Homes
Mr. Davis says in his telegram:
Jcseph Bellmore and Joseph Bell- exercises', history of school year.
year Saturday night, with the J ford Of Great iNeck. Long Island,
Information on pasture improve- | The home demonstration agent is
comedy success "End of Summer.", n. Y. His business affairs de- mere Jr., were in town .Monday, Charlotte Rcwe of Brewer and
With several mililon men locked in mortal combat on French and
ment will soon be sent out to many j holding a meeting on "Home Lightaccompanying the remains of Rod
Belgian
soil
the
relief
needs
of
Belgian
French
peoples
are
reaching
Tlie opening performance will be manded his attentions in an ney Hunt who was brought here Joyce Tupper of Stockton Springs;
dairymen of the district. Several § ing" in North Edgecomb today at
class will. Adeline Folsom of Brewer
a
festive
event
with
special
sou!
adopted
State,
and
Knox
Countv
staggering
proportions.
Already
five
million
pitiful
refugees
are
clog

men have asked about ladino clover the schoolhouse A film strip on
for burial. Mr. Hunt who died in
ging every road into Central Southern France trying to escape bomb
venirs for the ladies and with
with '
a warm corner in his heart for Rcckland was a former resident and Hope Neal of Easton.
ns a pasture grass. Dairymen who "Light for the Farm Home’ will
Class day exercises: Address of
ing and strafing from airplanes. Our representatives in France re
expect to be short of feed in July j be shown and various fixtures will
special attractions. Gov. Barrows the reason that he is a son of the of this town.
welcome. Morgan Kendrick of East
port thousands dying by roadside of wounds, fright and hunger.
late
Rev
F.
S.
Bickford,
a
former
and August should plan to supple- be demonstrated. Remodeling old
The
Pythian
Sisters
have
chosen
has been invited to be the guest I
American Red Cross must rush relief of everv kind if these Innocent I of'ho'nor" and there will be" numer'-'I "sident of Warren whose valu- May 26 as Pythian Sunday and Freetown. Mass.; address to under
ment their regular pasture with! lamps to give better light will be
graduates, Margaret Rogers of
people are to be saved. We are expediting millions of dollars in money
oats and millet.
I part of the meeting Mrs. John
ous celebrities on hand among I able contributions to this paper both Sisters and Knights will meet Rcckland; class history. Helen
and
supplies,
but
we
need
more
and
bigger
contributions
to
carry
on.
them
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Bvron,
I
summarized
into
many
columns.
July 1. is the final date for farm- | Jackson will assist with the meet’^,5° at,^d Alt
1 Thompson of Warren; presentation
Cannot urge upon you too strongly need for prompt action if we are j who are returning to Lakewood
Long Island atmosphere must ervice at 11 o clock All member. I Qf c]ass gifl
^^ool. Martha Hareis to prepare work sheets in order ing and Mrs. Elizabeth Caswell
to
befriend
these
sorely
tried
victims
of
brutal
warfare.
We
count
possess
qualities
akin
to
those
of
to take part in the 1940 Agricul-! and Mrs. Parker Boudin will serve
h«nr*°the ris of Searsport; ivy planting exerI after a year's absence.
upon
you
to
reach
and
oversubscribe
your
goal
within
shortest
possible
tural Conservation Program. Re- the square meal for health,
The cast of "End of Summer" our own Pine Tree State, for Mr. ha11 f*1 IP.30 and march to tlle i cise, Lydia Campbell of East Cortime. Every day’s delay means hundreds may die because we have not
will bring to Lakewod many play Bickford came up to the Maine
quests for grant lime and super- ' The home demonstration agent
‘"th and Charlotte Colson of Winbrought them aid in this their saddest hour.
1 Jhn terport. Ellen Birmingham of Baners who have never been there be coast the picture of health. Hls dh
phosphate must be in the Rockland will be in Edgecomb Friday to make
fore as an entirely new company visit at this time had to do with church entrance to join those who , g0,^Celia Butterfield of Danforth,
offlce by July 4. President Wallace| calls on Farm Bureau members Previously reported
$346 00 L. Blanche Raysor. Thomas
I Margaret McMillan of Rockland and
with the exception of two popular certain alterations and repairs are marching from the hall
Spear. North Nobleboro, of the Lin- ( who have requested her to do so to
LOO
................... .............
which are being made at the Holi
; Mary Bray of Owl's Head.
coin County Association and Presi- ; give suggestions or help on any ] Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy 5 00 F ton
1.00 players of last summer. Grant Mills day House, which stands on the
W. Fuller ..........................
At the class banquet, presentation
A. C. Ramsdell......................... 1000 House-Sherman Inc.
dent Lester Shibles. Rockport, of homemaking problems.
5.00 and Hume Cronyn, has been en j seaward side of the Atlantic High FRIENDSHIP
of gifts to the class will be by Madcthe Knox County Association urge
Bristol is holding a meeting on' o. D. Lermond. North Haven
500 r p Conant
LOO gaged.
Mrs.
Thomas
Sanderson
of
Wol

Lakewood Inn will open for the way between Camden and Lincoln laston, Mass., who is in ill health Ls I line Buck of Stetson and Marjorie
all farmers to see their community j -variety in Vegetables’ at the ! Flovd Robertson, Vinalhaven
1.00
25 A Friend ........
ville Beach. It will be occupied
i Kane of Bar Harbor; class pro
committeemen so as not to be left chUrch vestry, today. Mrs. Esther
y Tweedie .......................... 5 00 Ada B Young
5.00 season next Saturday and visitors this summer, and as soon as it ls with her parents. Capt. and Mrs. phecy, Lois Robinson of Castine
out this year.
’Prentice will conduct the meeting A priend
6 03 will find a new Terrace Dining ready, by Mrs. Samuel I . Bickford. Melvin Lawry for several weeks' and Charlotte Folsom of Brewer.
LOO Alena L. Young
A group of the Camden Hills J and members will prepare dinner |________
A priend
................................ 5,00
Martha P Feeney.
_ _________________
____________
500 Room with glassed-ln sides facing Frances Bickford's family is ex rest.
C.C.C boys, accompanied by their , under her direction Recipes and jjaud and Harry Pratt .......... 5.00 C H. Jameson. M. D................. 5.00 the lake and the beautiful gardens. pected here next month. He was
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop Whitney j "Blessed are they who are pleasinstructor, John Tibbetts, attended I vegetable cookery will be discussed waiter e Weeks ..................... 100 C. A. Hamilton ......................... 1.00 This will supplement the regular
accompanied Tuesday by his wife have returned to tlieir home here | ant to live with."
a pruning and grafting demonstra- j as part of the meeting.
j Marcia Farwell ....................... 10 00 E. S. Loud. Vinalhaven ....... 5 00 dining room.
Dr. and Mrs. Holt of Melrose. Mass, after spending the winter in Thom- i________________________________
tion at Hope conducted by County Fashlons jn vegetables
Is. Ruohomaa ............................ 3 00 Ot F. Grimes, Vinalhaven ....... 5.00
aston with their daughter and son- i
and Mrs Samuel Bickford.
BLL'E
BONNET
TROOP
Agent Wentworth.
There has been a change for the Arlettie S. Good. Camden ...... 2 00 Mr and Mrs. A. W Brewster,
Mr. Bickford share the civilized In-law Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The
Blue
Bonnet
Girl
Scouts
are
Arthur Johnson. Washington, has
vegetable fashions Ameri- e. E Ames. Camden ................ 5 00 Owls Head
1.00
world's view as to the horrors and Starrett.
built over an old shop on his farm|cans are tatlng more vegetables,
E McDermott, Camden
1 00 very busy this season because the indignities of the terrible struggle
1 00 Mrs. Elbert Rappleye ..........
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver has re
and will use lt for a brooder house. New varieties, developed with con- c. H Duff ................................ 5.00 Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Crockett
1000 scouting year is almost over. First, on the other side of the water, but turned from Orand Temple session
H C Dolloff. county agent leader sumer "needs in mind and a new ' a Friend. Thomaston .. .......... 1.00 Charles A. Emery
100 plans are going ahead in full swing was scarcely ready to believe that held in Portland. She was accom
from Orono, will be 'n the district appreciation of food values have Luther A. Clark. Thomaston .. LOO Mr. and Mrs. H W Keep .
200 for the Mother and Daughter ban it will extend to this country's panied by Mr.s. Esther Simmons of Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of
this week to discuss future work done mufll [0 increase the use of Mrs. John Creighton. ThomCamden, who was her overnight
Rita C. Smith, Thomaston
20 00 quet June 3 Every year a banquet shore s.
Bed in the Morning Rann’ to Go
with
m
A?en! Wentworth vegetables according to the U S.
aston ..... ............. „..... .......... 100 Olive A. Coates. Camden......... 5.0C is held for the mothers of the Girl
guest.
Mrs. Oliver was elected
The liver should pour out two pinto of
His
loyalty
to
Knox
County
is
At this time attendance
r?ns
1)6
?or conductin8 | Bureau of Home Economics.
Alden Stanley .......................... 2 12 Arthur Skewes. Camden
Grand Guard of the Orand Temple liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
5.00 Scouts.
pins and badges wll be given at J™* “> ‘n<'Iud<‘ The Conner- of Pythian Sisters of Maine, one bile i* not flowing freely, your food may
the 1941 membership campaign
„
. ,
, .
2.00 Margaret Albee.... ................... 100
"Greens
are
important
for
their
Anders
Anderson
not dtgesf. It may just decay in the bowels,
_
___
A
i.
Oazette,
which,
lie
says,
he
reads
and program for the various com- 1
10 00 Charles H Berry ..................... 5.00 the Court of Honor A program is from top to bottom, even more than of four candidates nominated for (.as bloat* up your stomach. You get constimunlties . This conference will be calcium and Iron—the greener the Mr and Mrs E F Glover......
..
that
office.
A
majority
of
58
votes
»*ted. You feel aour. sunk and the woild
to
be
presented
in
honor
of
our
Willis I. Ayer ........................ 500
he does his home paper in New
required to be elected. Mrs ' 'o<n,t^tUoM
olJ c.rt,r’. ut.i.
followed by June committee meet leaves, the better they are as Mary E. Fogler. West Rock5 00 Jerome C. Burrows ................. 1.00 guests.
sources
of
iron.
i
port
-----------------_____
York
ings in all organized communities
The troop has been divided into
Oliver receiving 69 votes. Friend- u»«r Pin. to net
two pint, of bile
100 L. T Wiggin ............................. 1000
The
green
and
yellow
vegetables
A.
Friend
..................................
ship Temple was organized over 30 I'owmu freely to make you (e»i "un .nJ
of the county.
two groups for a badge contest. For
provide Vitamin A. and most all Mr. and Mrs. D O Hodgkins . 100 Miss Dorothy Walsh. CamThe great undiscovered territory years ago. and never until now had; ft'JSk Live”.
den _............. ................... _.. 1 00 every good paper that is passed in lies just under your hat.
vegetables supply some vitamin B. John W Burns
.................... 500
I a Grand Officer
1 1V< and 25t. Stubbornly refuat anything rler.
100
points
are
given
to
that
side
for
Mr.
and
Mrs
E.
J.
Cornells.
and many G as well. Vitamin C is Audrey Crawford and M. Wllcredit.
Each
badge
earned
gives
Camden ............................... 26 00
found in these green and yellow
son. Camden ......... . .......... 100
50 points. The group having the
vegetables and others as well— Mabel E. Howe, Camden........ 5.00 Dr. and Mrs W F. Hart.
SPEED WINS IN A
particularly tomatoes.
C. M Clark. Camden
........ 5.09 Camden ......... _............... .... 5 00 most points at the end of the con
test will be given a party by the
The greatest increase in per Robert S. Arey. Vinalhaven ... 1.00 Mr. and Mrs A. E. Greenlaw.
RACE, BUT SLOW
j Camden
__________ „ 5.00 losin8 group
capita consumption of fresh vege- Mr and Mrs C. E. Overlook.
Plans are being made for a food
2 00
Contributions may also be turned
Warren
tables has been for vegetables such
BURNING WINS MY
sale on Saturday at the Burpee
1.00: In to all branch chairmen.
as lettuce, asparagus, celery, toma Helen L. Carr. Thomaston
Furniture Company. Come on girls,
VOTE IN A CIGARETTE.
toes. onions, broccoli, and carrots.
let's make this sale a real success:
Salads are one of the best ways
Camden, this week; also Sewall
M F C P
I SMOKE CAMELS.
to make use of greens and other
Milliken, instructor of agriculture
vegetables
Try combining cab
CAMELS ARE EXTRA
at Har’land Academy. Robert El CRIEHAVEN
bage with thin slices of onion or
Congressional Nominee well of Gorham; James Moore of Despite leggy, rainy and cold
chopped green pepper. Grated ruta
MILD, EXTRA COOLbaga and chopped celery make a
Hartland, student at Ben Franklin weather, many of the small gardens
Is Looking After Late
delicious raw salad.
Institute. Irvin Stewdman. The lat shew little green rows of young
AND THEIR SUOWER
Husband
’
s
District
In planning your garden this
plants coming through the soil.
ter and Milliken were in FF.A. radio
year, why not add one new vege
In Washington
Mrs Hattie Anderson is passing
BURNING GIVES ME
table-endive. brussel sprouts, broc
broadcast over NBC Monday in a few days with her sister-lp-law
coli. chives, or some other you've
Mrs. Margaret Smith who has Washington representing FF.A. bf in East Union.
EXTRA SMOKING
never grown?
been nominated for Congress has Maine. Subject was "Old Farms "
Victor White, Mark White and
These
make
an
interesting contacted Coast Guard, Treasury Mrs. Smith accmpanled them ar.d N.ck Anderson went Saturday to
change in the diet.
Department, requesting that con had all of the above at lunch at Rcckland, returning the following
A new list may be obtained free sideration be given to re-establish- the Capitol following the broadcast. I day
of charge on. "Varieties Best ing the Coast Guard station at Mrs. Smith agrees with them that
Ero Blom and crew are engaged
Suited to Maine Soil" by writing to Rockland if the $8 198.140 appro- the foundation problem In agrlcui- in landscape gardening about their
the Extension Service. Federal priation asked lor In. H Doc 749 ture is raising the standard of llv- r.ew heme which is daily becoming
Bldg.. Rockland.
May 20 is acted favorably upon, ing in a farfn home, assurance of ' mere attractive.
Now that eggs are plentiful, try Said money to be used in convert- relief com long hours and excessive
Seveial fine halibut were caught
this new menu:
ing Coast Guard vessels to naval toil and that no people can pros- here the past week
Mrs Oram Simpson returned Sat
Egg and Cheese Fluff
use—use not specified—but prob- per without youth and energy tn
urday from Portland where she
One-fourth pound cheese; 6 ably for convoy and patrol.
agriculture,
tablespoons milk; 1 tablespoon but- i Continuing her custom of keep- I Mrs. Smith has also called the af visited her mother.
The Sunbeam called here Satur
ter; 6 eggs; pepper; salt; and pap- ing open house at 3028 Newark! tention of Secretary of Navy Edison
rika. Beat eggs, milk and season- street. Mrs. Smith entertained Mrs and Chief of Bureau of Aeronautics, day and Rev. Neal Bousfield held
SS that r.lght nt the schoolings together. Melt butter in a Inez Crosby. Republican state com- Navy Department, to reconsider
frying pan and add cheese broken mitteewoman of Camden, and her coast of Maine or naval air base, house This ls the last visit of the
in small pieces. Stir constantly sisters, Mrs. George L. Pressy of Requests have been made Irons Sunbeam until Octcber.
Mrs. Bradford Young visited
until cheese melts and add egg mixtime to time ov the late Cong’essMonday with her mother. Mrs Fred
Cook
ture.
Cook,
stirring
all
the
while.
'
/,
■
»
k
man
Smith.
The
Searsport-Belfa&t
JIMMIE KELLY, Daring Speed Act
until thoroughly blended and eggs Mrs Carolyn Leigher.
Retreshwas investigated in 1938 by i Wilson
Ruc.< Simpson has returned from
bf Mutor-Cycle Racing
are cooked. Serve at once on but- men,s were *rved.
Board of Engineers and was
Rceklard with another engine lor
tered toast or rusks.
The Sheepscot Valley 4-H is a made at his (Smiths requesti. No'- tiie sicyiarfc
place, 4-H Club Notes
in™? 1U?f
Pr’'*?6 an> m°n*y °r pUns fOr SUch baSV<1 Mr and Mrs Lee Wilson spent a
rES,
ES, speed
speed’’ss fine
fine in
in its
its place,
...
A..
* m Club Notes
ihome of the new leader. Mrs. at present but plans mav be changed < (jav m Rock’and recently with their
but in cigarettes, millions
but tn cigarettes, millions
The Mountain Tcp Maids of Henry Morin in North Whitefield. at anv instant, according to ne<> ! .0P« Francis and Norman of Fiankhave learned that the big extras Razorulle netted $7 63 from their Offlcers elected were: Donald The Bureau of Fisheries will'hn. Mass, and daughter Aileen of
.
a
1
k I toird public supper and ninth Oould. president; Robert Hanson, recommend an appropriation of Tenants Harbor They also visited
in pleasure ana satue are on tne beano party held May 10 at their vice president; Henry Morin, sec- sr C23 in next years budget 'o be relatives m St. George, including
slow side...the s/ou’-burning community house
Money raised retary; William Hanson, treasurer; used in investigating rivers of Mr. Wilson's parents. Mr. and Mrs
side Naturallv the slower vour from these suPPers and beanos has Sherwood Goue. color bearer; Mary Maine to determine which one is, Hatton Wilson of Martinsville.
t
L
been used in fixing up a deserted: Morin and Donna Cunningham, suitable for planting of American1 Andrew Holmes has returned
cigarette burns, the cooler the
school house into a very comfort- , cheer leaders. The next meeting sea salmon. Mrs Smith has re- ' frem a visit with his brother Angus
smoking...the more mildness able community house. Lumber i will be May 29 at the leader's home quested that the rivers of the Sec- Holmes in Stockton Springs.
was bought to make tables, benches
The 4-F Club of Friendship made ond District be included in this'
-----------------and flavor you get.
Camels...made from costlier and shutters. They have a stove., 120 muffins May 8. after school, survey. She expects to be back tn NORTH WARREN
piano, and dishes. Plans are being i from surplus food products to serve Maine Friday to start her campaign
Mrs Alma Jameson and Mrs Ruth
tobaccos...are definitely slower- made now to do some painting at school lunch the following day. for June 17 primary election. The I vviley were callers Sunday on Mrs.
burning. They give you extra Mrs. Lila Crummett is local leader The baking was done at the home office in Washington will be in Bertha Castner of Waldoboro
and there are 11 members.
j of their leader. Mrs Helen Van-j charge of Roland T Patten. assi.<c. W Robinson is having his
mildness, extra coolness, extra
Members of the Bonnie Boosters De man. This is a community ser-’ tant secretary to the late Cor- hoi'«> wired for electricity
flavor—and extra smoking per Club of Burkettville worked on I vice project, for which this club will gressman Clyde H Smith, during
Colby Post of Rockland visited
Sunday
with his mother. Mrs. Rilda
cigarette per pack (see below'). nightgowns at their recent meeting 1 be given 50 points toward their her absence
j
Post.
at the home of the local leader, plaque score.
Callers Sunday at C. W Mank's
The Winners 4-H of Vinalhaven GEORGES RIVER RD.
! were Mrs. Mabelle L Cross of
served supper to about 90 at the
There will be an afternoon gath- Thomaston. Mrs. Myfcn Robarts
LIVE ELECTRICALLY ! church vestry, May 16, from which ering Sunday at the home of Mr. and daughter Constance of Camden,
In recant laboratory tests,
[ they received $15.55. Two public
AND
and Mrs. H. Steniors. All are wel-; Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch and
CAMELS burned 25% s/ow, demonstrations were given—packi W. A. Burgess.
GIVE ELECTRICALLY 1 lng a suitcase by Mary Warren and come.
•r than the average ol the
Practical
Helpers
for
the
Home
Betty
Dyer;
and
malting
a
bed
by
15 ether of the largest-sell
At Low Prices
Jennie Young. Elise Wadsworth,
ing brands tested — slower
Budget them on Small Monthly and Freda Staples. Mrs. Kenneth
than any ef them. That
Payments At No Extra Cost
Cook is leader and Mrs. Marlon
YOUR CHILD....
means, en the average, a
Littlefield, her assistant.
There
THE
smoking plus equal te
are 15 members.
may occasionally need a laxative
"Good Grooming" was the sub
GENUINE
and perhaps is sometimes troubled
ject of a lecture and demonstra
SILEX
tion given by Esther L. Dunham,
by round worms. Often constipa
home demonstration agent, to the
Combination
Jefferson
Cheerio
Girls'
Club
at
tion and round worms occur at the
Coffee
Mrs. Esther Hallowell's home.
Maker
same time. Dr. True’s Elixir is
3” low-priced cars; its 117-inch wheel
ROUD and happy, they face a new life
Recipes of many home-made cos
and
metics were distributed and samples
an aid in expelling round worms
together.. .and out front stands a new
base is 4 inches longer than one,5 inches
Tea
of a few of them were made. Mrs.
Maker
Plymouth waiting to carry them away!
and is an agreeable laxative.
longer than the other. And even the low
Margaret Bond is leader.
Olive Cline, Maxine Rackliff.
$4-95
est-priced
Plymouth has coiled springs
‘'New Life” and ’’New Plymouth”
Successfully used for 89 years
Edna Polky and Miriam Cline,
of special Amola Steel. ..Superfinished en
go together well. For here is a car that
Telechron and General Electric
members of th Merry Makers 4-H!
by young and old.
Club of Spruce Head gave a public
gine parts for smoothness and longlife!
lifts you out of the ordinary...gives you
CLOCKS
4-H program at the St. George I
Grange
meeting.
A
model
club
|
a
new
start
in
motoring
enjoyment.
Go to your nearby Plymouth dealer’s
Kitchen Wall Clocks
meeting and three demonstrations
AU Colors
today. See the Quality Chart for facts.
There’s a distinctive smartness to the
—how to make holders, how to
$3.50, $5.95
Then take the Luxury Ride for proof
make dresser scarfs, and how to
car...new
roominess
and
comfort.
The
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
measure ingredients accurately—
Mantle Clocks
velvety smoothness und eager power of
of Plymouth’s quality! Plymouth Di
made up the program of which
(all sizes!
Mr.s. Inez Rackliff. assistant leader
Plymouth’s big, six-cylinder engine—
vision of Chrysler Corporation.
$2.95, $24.50
was in charge. Mrs. Miriam Cline,
Major Bowes,C.B.S.,Thurs.,9-10P.M., E.D.S.T.
the
smooth
response
of
the
double-ac

including Alarms, Strikes, Chimes
the leader, was unable to be
present.
tion
hydraulic
brakes
give
you
an
ut

WAFFLE IRON SET
Obed Hart of Hope won the blue
AWARD FOR THE
FOR EXTRA MILDNESS,
terly new sense of power and control.
Including Waffle Iron. Butter
ribbon for receiving highest score
SAFEST CAR BODY
Bowl. Syrup Pitcher, I»idle
in a contest on judging eggs which
EXTRA COOLNESS,
And there’s a reason for that feeling.
Complete
For the second straight year, Plymouth
the club agent conducted with
One-Way M.50 Kound-Trip S1I.I0
OTHER
REDUCED
FARES
has won the coveted award of SAFETY
members
of
the
Hope's
Happy
4-H
Plymouth
is the one low-priced car most like
$4.95
EXTRA FLAVORENGINEERING Magazine for having the
To Boston ............... $3.40
club. Six thembers were present.
the high-priced cars! It’s the biggest of ’’All
safest body construction In theindustry.
To New York ....... 6.50
Mrs. Bessie Hardy is leader.
Gifts For Your Friends and June

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Mrs. Smith Active

Y

re/zmcK/

P

Dr. True's Elixir
vj-.cat«ons Cost Less

NEW YORK

Camels
SLOWBURNING
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Brides Attractively W'rapped
Headquarters for Quality
Appliances

Every One Guaranteed

CENTI
pewt

AINE
MPAMY

Round Trip........ 11.10
To Philadelphia .. 7.40

RADIO REPAIRING
AU makes serviced and recon
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
tested free of charge. “Swap For
Cash” Tickets given.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Frank Winchenbach, Service

Dept.

3Th-tf

To Utica, N. Y....... 7.60
To Washington D.C. 9.15
To Wilmington Del. 10.30
To Norfolk, Va. .. 115#
To Chicago .......... 17.55
SHELDON DRUG STORE
Telephone 846-W
444 Main St., Rockland

1

